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ABSTRACT
Accumulation of dynamic and thermodynamic forces in the Arctic are decreasing the
extent of thin annual sea ice which polar bear rely on for survival. It is imperative that we
identify the preferred habitat of polar bears to fully understand their future requirements.
In this thesis, surveys of polar bear tracks and the surrounding sea ice variables, at
various scales, were recorded. Sea ice roughness was measured through surveys of the sample
area in situ, with an electromagnetic induction (EM) system (IcePIC) mounted to a helicopter,
and analyzed through advanced synthetic aperture radar (ASAR) images of the study area. In
situ Polar bear tracks provided a limited association with the EM sea ice roughness and a
negative association to ASAR sea ice roughness. Results indicate a significant association
between EM mean values and ASAR brightness means. In addition, EM statistics and ASAR
texture statistics were correlated through a best fit regression model. These associations
display a remote method to identify preferred polar bear habitat and provide a potential linkage
between the regional (EM) and remotely sensed (ASAR) assessment of sea ice roughness.
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1.0 Problem Statement and Objectives

1.1

Problem Statement
Evidence is mounting that the first and strongest signs of global climate change are

being observed in the polar region of the planet (Anisimov et al., 2007). The expected polar
amplification in warming of high latitudes is having a significant effect on sea ice dynamic
(motion related) and thermodynamic (heat related) processes.
Annual accumulation of dynamic and thermodynamic forces has effectively decreased
the extent of thin annual sea ice, contributing to low September sea ice extent (Stroeve et al.,
2005). Sea ice extent records beginning from 1979 confirm a record breaking low in Arctic sea
ice extent in September 2007. The Arctic sea ice extent low was recorded on September 16,
2007 at a mere 4.28 million square km of total Arctic sea ice (NSIDC, 2007). This Arctic sea
ice minimum extent was 39 percent lower and recorded 4 days later than the 1979 to 2000
average extent of 7.04 million square km and minimum date of September 12, indicating the
extension of the Arctic melt season (NSIDC, 2007). Should this trend of sea ice reduction
continue, a completely ice-free summer may be observed in the Arctic Ocean by 2030
(NSIDC, 2007) or earlier. As a testament to the extremity of the reduction in sea ice, the 2007
melt season included the complete opening of the Northwest Passage (NSIDC, 2007).
The polar bear (Ursus maritimus), which is the Arctic‘s apex predator, depends almost
solely on ringed seal (Phoca hispida) for food. Ringed seal rely exclusively on arctic sea ice as
a platform for haul out and birthing lairs. Ringed seal dependency on sea ice is thereby
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transferred to the polar bear, affecting the survival of both species. As a result of this
dependence, any change in the Arctic sea ice will directly alter food chain relationships to the
polar bear.
Depending on location, polar bear summer habitat may range from terrestrial coastal
zones to multi-year sea ice. Summer is a period of fasting due to the melting of the annual first
year sea ice, which results in inadequate hunting opportunities. This fasting event can become
a survival liability when Arctic warming trends limit sea ice extent, timing of consolidation and
decay, and thus availability. The decrease in time period of sea ice availability creates a
reduction in the hunting time for the polar bear. This decreased hunting season for the polar
bear will have a negative impact on the biology of the species. The reduction in accessibility to
hunting habitat will reduce the amount of caloric intake and energy storage available, thus
jeopardizing their ability to survive the summer fasting period on land. A steady decline in
adult polar bear body composition and natality has been observed in the Western Hudson Bay
population from 1981 through to 1998 by Stirling, Lunn and Iacozza (1999). Warmer
atmospheric temperatures throughout April and June, causing early break-up, have been the
suggested cause of the decline in polar bear body composition. The earlier break-up decreases
the overall hunting period and ultimately forces bears off the sea ice earlier and thus in
subsequently poorer condition (Stirling, Lunn & Iacozza, 1999).
Some bear populations in the eastern Canadian Arctic have been reported to be
increasing due to more frequent sightings throughout the open water season. This finding
directly contradicts long-term data that indicates a steady decline in population and body
condition. The increase in sightings of polar bear may be a result of food stress in years where
fat stores are reduced and bears are simply searching out alternate food sources, including
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hunting camps and coastal communities (Stirling & Parkinson, 2006). As climate fluctuations
alter the habitat availability of polar bears, it is crucial that we identify the preferred habitat of
polar bears to fully understand their future required needs and appropriately support
management of polar bear populations.
1.2

Objectives
If we can expect to see a continued reduction in both the timing and extent of sea ice, it

follows that these changes may have deleterious effects on selected polar bear (and ringed seal)
habitats. The objectives of my thesis are to examine whether we can use selected physical
characteristics of sea ice to infer selected polar bear habitat preference. To structure this
analysis I pose two interrelated objectives:
1.2.1 Objective 1


What is the physical nature of the sea ice, which is ‗selected‘ by polar bears?

The first objective will be to identify linkages between specific sea ice geophysical and
thermodynamic states that are selected by polar bears. If a correlation is found, will it then be
possible to identify potential polar bear habitat from physical sea ice characteristics?
1.2.2 Objective 2


Given that a statistical relationship is found in objective 1, then how does this
relationship change as a function of spatial scale?

The second objective examines the relationship between the physical nature of sea ice and
polar bear selected habitats, and then scales this relationship to the local and satellite scales.
The objective here is to develop a remote sensing tool that might be used to identify polar bear
selected habitat from space and/or to use it to monitor changes in these habitat preferences.
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The concept is that if a relationship exists at the in situ scale, can we then monitor the nature of
the sea ice physical variables as we scale up through the km to hundreds of kilometre scale?
This assessment of physical habitat features within three scales allows a comprehensive
identification of similarities, differences and potential relationships among scales. Considering
data collected at multiple scales allows us to have a better understanding of the physical habitat
characteristics at the in situ ground scale and therefore be able to extend this knowledge to the
satellite scale. A better understanding of the in situ ground data correlated with satellite data
allows us to scale up from ground data and interpret satellite images as a result of increased
understanding of the physical ground characteristics, essentially scale down.

1.3

Structure of Thesis
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The first provides a brief scientific context for

the work and describes the objectives to be addressed. The second chapter describes the
scientific rationale for this work by reviewing the pertinent literature. This second chapter
identifies the nature of polar bear and sea ice relationships including the implications of
climate change, sea ice dynamics, ecological processes of the Arctic, sea ice and snow as
habitat, as well as the implications of climate change. The third chapter identifies the methods
used for this study, including identifying the study area and describing the data as well as the
statistics used. The fourth and fifth chapters directly address objectives 1 and 2 respectively.
The sixth and final chapter draws conclusions for my objectives based on the results of the
study.
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2.0 Scientific Rationale
2.1

Introduction
The polar bear (Ursus maritimus) is one of the Arctic‘s keystone marine mammals.

They are the top predator in the arctic food chain, and have significance ecological value to the
Inuit people. They are a K-selected species displaying slow development, delayed
reproduction, small litter size and high adult survival rates among other characteristics
(Bunnell & Tait, 1981). Polar bears are completely dependent on the snow covered sea ice
platform for survival. The requirements for their survival include hunting seals, breeding,
travelling large distances as well as accessing terrestrial denning sites (Derocher et al, 2004).
To carry out these behaviours, polar bears use both fast ice and marginal ice zones.
Sea ice in the Arctic is complex and is subjected to many forces, which are active in
both the formation and melt processes. Dynamic and thermodynamic processes create specific
conditions which produce various types of snow covered sea ice. The primary dynamic forces
that modify sea ice properties are wind and oceanic currents (Haas, 2003). These dynamic
controls are driven by atmospheric and oceanic circulation patterns, both large and small scale
(Zhang et al. 2000, Yu et al. 2004). Variability of sea ice thickness and roughness is dependent
on the timing of these circulation patterns, thereby leaving the inter-annual variability of sea
ice thickness and roughness a result of thermodynamic patterns (Laxon et al. 2003). Due to the
dynamic nature of the Arctic sea ice, alterations in the atmospheric temperature will have
significant effects on polar bear habitat (Rigor et al. 2000).
Sea ice topography and wind direction dictate the distribution patterns of overlaying
snow (Iacozza & Barber, 1999). These patterns limit the extent and availability of prime polar
bear habitat. If environmental conditions change significantly, there is no guarantee that
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suitable polar bear habitat will be available. In the past, the primary threat to polar bears has
been over-harvesting. In Canada this risk has been diminished through the development and
adoption of conservation management techniques (Prestrud & Stirling, 1994). In most areas,
anthropogenic impacts on polar bear preferred habitat has been minimal. However, with the
rapid acceleration of a warming Arctic and the resultant loss of sea ice, the future prospects for
polar bear populations are very unclear (Derocher et al., 2004).

2.2

Dynamic Processes of Snow covered Sea Ice
Atmospheric and oceanic currents, manifested in physical movement of sea ice and

snow, are the primary drivers of dynamic processes in the Arctic. This subsection will discuss
the dynamic processes of sea ice, focussing primarily on sea ice roughness, movement, and
variability, as well as on wind and ocean currents, and snow catchment patterns.
The Arctic sea ice cover plays a major part in the climatic feedback of the Arctic. The
roles of the sea ice cover include the reflectance of solar radiation away from the surface of the
earth thereby acting as an insulating layer between the ocean surface and the atmosphere
(Parkinson et al., 1999). The increase in surface albedo in the summer decreases the absorption
of short-wave solar radiation that would otherwise heat the sea ice or ocean surface
(Dieckmann & Hellmer 2003). Throughout the winter the emission of long-wave radiation
cools the sea ice, which in turn draws heat out of air moving across the atmosphere-ocean
interface (Dieckmann & Hellmer 2003). Both summer and winter, the sea ice layer maintains a
cooler lower atmosphere that would otherwise be heated by the ocean.
Fast ice and marginal ice zones make up the two primary domains of sea ice in the
Arctic. The fast ice (sea ice attached to shore) provides a non-mobile platform while the
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marginal ice zone is a mosaic of ice floes and open water formed at the boundary of the open
ocean and the frozen sea ice. The marginal ice zones move as a result of oceanic and/or
atmospheric forcing. This movement gives rise to dynamic processes in sea ice, most notably
formation, convergence, and divergence. Dynamic processes are responsible for ice formation
in both landfast and marginal ice zones. The local manifestation of dynamic processes results
in various categories of sea ice (as defined by the World Meteorlogical Organization): rubbled
ice, leads, pancake ice, finger rafting, linear ridges and ice floes (Gow & Tucker III, 1991).
This deformation is caused by environmental stresses such as atmospheric and oceanic currents
which mould the thin ice cover (Gow & Tucker III, 1991, Eicken 2003) (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Dynamic processes of sea ice thickness distribution (Haas, 2003). Permission for
use was granted, Blackwell Science Publishing 06/10/08.

Diverging ice movement, which causes the ice to pull apart, creates leads in the Arctic
ice. Leads, due to the nature of their formation tend to be comparatively small and linear
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potentially extending hundreds of meters wide and kilometres long (Gow & Tucker III, 1991).
These lead formations allow substantial amounts of ocean water heat loss to the atmosphere.
Throughout the winter months, leads provide areas of new ice formation as well as a
significant salt flux into the upper ocean. An increase of several percentage points in winter
lead area has the ability to significantly increase the Arctic surface air temperature (Van Dyne
& Tsatsoulis, 1998).
Ice roughness can be classified at many different levels of scale. Surface
roughness at the centimetre scale is created by variations in freeboard levels of nearby ice
floes, which have diverse thicknesses (Gow & Tucker III, 1991). Stated in increasing
roughness scale, sea ice roughness is created by the raised edges of the pancake ice, rafting of
thin ice, and the compaction of wind blown snow termed sastrugi (Gow & Tucker III, 1991).
Large scale roughness within the Arctic sea ice is typically rubble fields and discrete sea ice
ridges. These roughness elements are formed by the compression and shearing motion of
converging ice plates. Ridges are also linear features, which may often overlap due to repeat
ridging events. Ridges and rubble largely contribute to the total ice mass of the Arctic Ocean.
Williams et al. (1975) found that deformed ice may account for 48 to 87 % of the Arctic ice
mass depending on location and the severity of the ridging.
Wind and ocean currents manipulate thin sea ice either by collision, which creates
pressure ridges, or by divergence, allowing open water for new ice formation (Eicken 2003).
Thick sea ice deforms with considerable strength in the driving forces while thin sea ice
deforms much more easily due to a decrease in structural strength (Gow & Tucker III, 1991).
Compression on a sheet of ice creates ice blocks that are displaced both above and below the
surface. The stack of ice above the surface is termed the sail and the portion below is termed
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the keel (Gow & Tucker III, 1991). The height and depth of both the sail and keel ultimately
depend on the thickness of the deforming ice (Tucker et al., 1984). Models display a maximum
height for pressure ridges depending on their thicknesses after a certain point the compression
merely adds to creating a stabilizing rubble field around the ridge (Parmerter & Coon, 1972).
Landfast ice is stabilized through its attachment to the shoreline as well as to the sea
floor in shallower areas. Stability also comes from pressure ridge keels which have grounded in
shallow waters (Gow & Tucker III, 1991). A shear zone is created between fast ice and mobile
pack ice; this area creates highly deformed sea ice due to the pressure and motion of the pack
ice moving against the stable fast ice (Gow & Tucker III, 1991). This shear zone between the
pack ice and the stable landfast ice is termed the ‗stamukhi‘. This zone can generate ridges that
are 10-20 km thick and hundreds of kilometres long (Dumas et al., 2005).
The dynamic processes of sea ice also contribute to snow cover structure in the Arctic.
Aeolian processes powered by wind erode, deposit, or transport snow particles across the sea
ice surface. Topography of the underlying sea ice determines the characteristics of the
corresponding snow catchment (Iacozza & Barber 1999, Eicken et al. 1994). Smooth first year
sea ice will create regular intervals of shallow snow drifts while rough sea ice, including rubble
or multi-year sea ice, will create irregular patterns of varying snow depths. Generally, sea ice
with greater topography will lead to snow distributions that follow the underlying sea ice
topography and prevailing wind direction (Iacozza & Barber 1999, Sturm et al. 2002). The
regularity of snow drift distribution on smooth sea ice can be attributed to aeolian transport
processes, while the direction of the drifts correlates to the prevailing winds at the time of
deposition (Iacozza & Barber, 1999). Roughness and thickness of the Arctic sea ice displays
inter annual variability. Models displaying the decrease in sea ice thickness attribute this loss to
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an increase in smooth first year ice and a corresponding decrease in ridge frequency (Makshtas
et al. 2003).
The extent of sea ice is an important factor in the ecology of many biological processes
within the Arctic ecosystem. The level of sea ice roughness and the subsequent snow drift
creation determines the amount of suitable habitat available.

2.3

Thermodynamic Sea Ice Processes
Thermodynamic processes refer to the movement of sea ice created by heat energy

including ice growth and melt. This subsection will discuss the thermodynamic processes of
sea ice, focussing primarily on the minimum and maximum extent of first year sea ice and how
atmospheric forces largely determine sea ice extent.
The Arctic basin, including the study area of Franklin Bay in the Amundsen Gulf, is
almost entirely ice covered for close to five months, December until April. Open water begins
to appear and ice begins to decline or decay by May and that process continues until
September. The growth of sea ice is usually completed in the three months from September
through December, while the decay process is much slower and only reaches peak melting
rates late in the season, from July until August (Parkinson, et al., 1999). In 2004, the Northern
Hemisphere had a minimum sea ice extent of 6.1 x 106 km2 in September and a maximum of
15.1 x 106 km2 in March (NSIDC, 2007), (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Minimum (September) and Maximum (March) sea ice extent for 2004 (NSIDC
2007). Permission for use granted as per web use/copyright agreement.

The insulating ability of snow plays a part in the thickness of Arctic sea ice. A thick
cover of snow overlaying the Arctic sea ice will reduce the rate at which the sea ice grows and
ablates. The mean thickness of snow in the Arctic is 0.3m in the spring (Warren et al., 1999),
which allows the Arctic sea ice to grow to 2m thick in the bulk of the ice extent region (Haas,
2003). However, there is considerable variability in the snow depth distribution, which would
impact the thickness/growth of sea ice. The albedo of snow is usually higher than sea ice and
thereby reflects more solar radiation back to the atmosphere. This high level of reflection
allows for cooler surface temperatures and thus the extended growth of sea ice (Ledley, 1991).
Nevertheless, due to the competing effects of snow and its thermal properties, the increase in
snow keeps the sea ice relatively thin and creates a net cooling effect on the climate. The
cooling or heating effects of snow ultimately depend on the snow thickness (Ledley, 1991). An
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increase in snow thickness strengthens the insulation of the relatively warm ocean water from
the atmosphere. This insulation creates a cooling of the atmosphere and a reduction in the rate
of sea ice growth, as it is in contact with the warm ocean yet insulated from the cool
atmosphere (Ledley, 1991). The thinning of the sea ice creates extended periods of ice free
ocean, specifically in the summer months, resulting in the increased absorption of solar
radiation, in turn creating warmer surface temperatures (Ledley, 1991). The warming of the
surface temperatures is counterbalanced by the heightened insulation of the snow on the sea
ice. The insulating effect of snow reduces the surface temperature while the magnitude of this
reduction is dependent on snow thickness (Ledley, 1991). Surface albedo of snow is the most
significant factor in determining the influence of snow upon sea ice, due to the net cooling
effect created by the snow (Ledley, 1991).
Variations in the distribution and extent of sea ice are determined primarily by
atmospheric and oceanic forcing and occur on differing time scales. Dynamic sea ice
variations, scaling days and weeks, are created by wind forces produced by atmospheric
storms, which force sea ice ridging and open water areas. Throughout the winter these
processes increase the volume of ice in an area, due to the increase in ice thickness as a result
of ridging as well as the quick refreezing of open water areas (Rigor & Wallace, 2004).
However, in summer the open water acts as a sink for solar radiation, allowing the extension of
the summer melt period. Long term variability in sea ice motion, spanning seasons, is for the
most part attributable to wind forces (Zhang et al. 2000).
Record lows in sea ice extent have been reported since 2002, when a study by Serreze
et al., 2003, documented one of the many record lows in Arctic sea ice extent. As a result of
passive microwave measurements, that study was able to display the extreme low in sea ice
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extent and area for September 2002. The 2002-2003 minimum was the beginning of a five year
period of extreme sea ice minimum extent records, with the May 2004 sea ice extent
surpassing the minimum records set in 2003 (Stroeve et al., 2005). Continuing this declining
trend, the September 2005 sea ice extent also followed and surpassed the 2002 sea ice extent
low. The five-day running mean in sea ice extent declined to 5.32 x 106 km2 and the record sea
ice extent trend line declined to its lowest point ever recorded (NSIDC, 2007), (Figure 2.3).
The melt season in 2006 further proved the sea ice decline trend, which averaged an extent of
5.9 x 106 km2 throughout September, the second lowest on record following 2005 (NSIDC,
2006). Currently, the 2007 melt season has shattered all prior existing sea ice extent record
lows, displaying an average sea ice extent of 4.28 x 106 km2 for the month of September
(Figure 2.4). The record low in sea ice extent for 2007 measures 23% lower than the previous
low (5.6 x 106 km2) in September 2005, (NSIDC, 2007) (Figure 2.5). Taking satellite records
from 1979 forward, the approximate decline in September sea ice extent is 10% per decade or
72,000 km2 (NSIDC, 2007). Sea ice decline was so extreme in September 2007 that the
Northwest Passage was completely open, an event that has rarely been witnessed in human
history (NSIDC, 2007). Contributing to the record sea ice decline in 2007 was the lower than
normal extent and thickness of sea ice in the spring as well as the clear skies and warm winds
(NSIDC, 2007).
Overall, the addition of warmer air temperatures, the decline in total sea ice extent, the
early onset of spring melt seasons, and the lack of recovery in winter sea ice extent have
created a positive feedback loop within the Arctic system. Previous winter sea ice extents were
able to counter balance the decrease in summer sea ice. The present lack of sea ice extent
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rebound after the summer melt leaves the remaining sea ice vulnerable to warm summer air
temperatures.

Figure 2.3. Five-day running mean—September minimum concentration anomaly maps, 20022005 (National Snow and Ice Data Center– NSIDC 2007). Permission for use
granted as per web use/copyright agreement.

Figure 2.4. The September decline of sea ice extent from 1979 through to 2007. (National
Snow and Ice Data Center web site – NSIDC 2007). Permission for use granted as
per web use/copyright agreement.
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Figure 2.5. Comparison of the September 2005 and 2007 average sea ice extent; the pink line
indicates the median from 1979 to 2000. September 2007 average sea ice extent
was 4.28 million square kilometres while the prior record low in September 2005
was 5.57 million square kilometres. NSIDC, 2007. Permission for use granted as
per web use/copyright agreement.

2.4

Sea Ice and Snow as Polar Bear Preferred Habitat
Arctic sea ice has played a vital role in the evolution of the polar seas. The

stratification of the Arctic Ocean is dependent on the annual formation of sea ice, increasing
stratification in the spring when sea ice melts and decreasing it in the winter when ice forms
(MacDonald et al., 2005). In addition, snow and sea ice heavily influence primary production.
Three physical variables control primary production: the supply of nutrients to surface waters,
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the amount of light penetration and the stability of the water column (MacDonald et al., 2005).
The level of variability in these controls is important as primary production supports the
growth of algae mats on the bottom of the ice feeding metazoan species, which in turn feed
polar cod (Boreogadus saida), ringed seals, and finally polar bears (MacDonald et al., 2005).
Ringed seals are the primary source of food for polar bear and prefer landfast first-year
ice for pupping (Stirling, 2002; Wiig et al., 1999). The distribution of snow as well as sea ice
thickness and deformation determine the location of ringed seal breathing holes and birthing
lairs (Smith & Stirling, 1975; Hammill & Smith, 1989:1991). Ringed seals construct lairs in
areas where sea ice deformation has created secure snow drifts as seen in Figure 2.6. As sea
ice deformation and snow depth increase, perfect conditions for seal lairs are created and
frequency of lairs increases (Hammill & Smith, 1989). On flat first year ice, large snow drifts
do not occur (Smith, 1987); therefore, fewer lairs are found in this type of sea ice (Iacozza,
1997). Snow lairs act as protection from the harsh winter environment and predation.
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Figure 2.6. The creation of a birth lair, within a snowdrift adjacent to a pressure ridge (Smith &
Stirling, 1975). Permission for use granted by the National Research Council,
10/02/07.
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Leads and ridges are biologically important, especially to the ringed seal. Sea ice ridges
and adjacent snow drifts are used to create lairs for hauling out and birthing pups (Figure 2.6).
Small ice hummocks which have accumulated snow drifts are considered prime breeding
habitat for ringed seals (Smith & Stirling, 1975). Preference for lair construction has been
shown for annual fast ice over 50 -175 m water depth and more than 75% ice cover (Kingsley
et al., 1985) along with the total ice cover having less than 40% pressure ridging (Hammill &
Smith, 1989; Frost et al., 1988). As a result of their dependency on snow lairs, the distribution
of snow cover and the deformation of the sea ice surface will dictate the location of winter
ringed seal habitat.
Seals are an indicator of ice conditions, as shown by their numbers as well as the sea
ice alterations they produce. Holes dug out of sea ice by the seals, ranging from 2m or more in
thickness, serve as drainage holes for melt water. This rapid drainage creates white circular
areas that are visible via remote sensing (Digby, 1984). The flow of melt water increases the
size of the seal holes frequently creating a vortex (Holt & Digby, 1985). The alteration of the
surface melt water is critically linked to the ice energy and mass balance due to the effect they
have on sea ice albedo and heat flux (Eicken et al., 2002). Thus, areas of the Arctic in which
first-year sea ice has little deformation, seal drainage holes play a crucial role. The drainage of
vast amounts of water off the surface of the sea ice increases the albedo and thereby assists in
the conservation of sea ice (Ainley et al., 2003). Due to the drainage of freshwater off the sea
ice surface, new ice may form at the freshwater –seawater interface. This preservation of sea
ice is directly attributed to seal activity, creating a positive feedback loop (Ainley et al., 2003).
Polar bears use the arctic sea ice for the majority of their behavioural requirements
including hunting, movement, socializing, breeding and occasionally denning (Stirling &
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Archibald, 1977; Lentfer, 1970; Smith, 1980; Stirling et al., 1993; Stirling & Derocher. 1993).
Polar bears feed primarily on ringed seal and therefore inhabit areas that are conducive to
ringed seal lairs (Welch, 1991). On annual fast ice with little topographic variation, a decrease
in ringed seal numbers would be expected to cause a consequent decrease in polar bear
numbers. In regions where ringed seal is the primary prey, population estimates of one species
may be used to estimate the other (Stirling & Oritsland, 1995). Variability in the distribution of
seals and subsequently polar bears is determined by the flux in sea ice characteristics (Stirling
et al., 1993). Any variations in the extent, distribution, or features of the sea ice will impact the
polar bear population significantly (Stirling & Derocher, 1993).
The distribution of polar bears in the Arctic appears to be directly correlated to the
distribution of effective hunting and travelling ice conditions (Burns et al., 1981). Valuable
areas for polar bear hunting occur near the floe edge, mobile pack ice as well as in regions of
large sea ice roughness with high snow catchment potential (Stirling et al., 1993). Stable
landfast spring sea ice is prime habitat for birthing seals and therefore essential hunting habitat
for polar bears, especially emerging mothers and cubs (Hassol, 2004). Polar bear distribution is
also determined by reproductive status (Amstrup et al., 2000). Single males and females may
choose the floe edge for efficient hunting as well as for selecting a mate (Stirling et al., 1993).
Floe edge habitat is typically avoided by females with cubs of the year, as the potential risks
for the cubs include swimming which could fatally chill the cubs along with the infanticide
threat from adult male bears (Stirling et al., 1993). Females with cubs of the year have a
tendency to remain on the fast ice, hunting within deep snow drifts. Other bears within the
population typically do not select landfast sea ice habitat.
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There are many environmental factors that can produce large population shifts within
the polar bear population. These factors include the decreased food supply for seals, decreased
landfast ice for seal pupping, and abnormal rain events which compromise seal lair
construction (Harwood et al., 2000; Smith & Harwood, 2001; Stirling et al., 1999; Stirling &
Smith, 2004). As the climate continues to change in the Arctic many alterations in habitat
components will be observed. Annual sea ice changes including location, break-up time,
extent, and topography (roughness) alter habitat suitability for ring seal, and therefore for the
polar bear.
Preferred environmental characteristics that include basic requirements for survival
may be selected at multiple spatial levels (Johnson, 1980; Orians & Wittenberger 1991). Polar
bears have distinct subpopulations throughout the Arctic. As a result of distinction between
physical regions, environmental variations in movement, behaviour and distribution differ
between the areas (Stirling & Lunn, 1997). Wind and water currents as well as shifting
temperatures create a dynamic sea ice habitat. These changing variables as well as the annual
flux in sea ice extent create a continuously changing habitat (Mauritzen et al., 2003). Since the
preferred habitat of polar bears typically depends on seal availability (Stirling et al., 1993),
stable annual sea ice, which provides a platform for seals to give birth in the spring, along with
the dynamic ice edge in spring and early summer are important factors in polar bear population
(Derocher et al., 2004; Mauritzen et al., 2003).
Presently polar bear movement, thus habitat selection, has only been assessed using
satellite telemetry location information. This proves useful when correlated to high definition
satellite imagery and also allows a fairly comprehensive inference on the preferred sea ice
habitat of polar bears. Until 2001, only female polar bears were tracked with radio collars, due
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to the neck to head ratio in male polar bears and the concern of rapid growth in sub-adults. The
drawbacks of this sampling technique include the reliance on battery life, which is greatly
reduced in cold weather, as well as exclusively female based movement and habitat
assessments.
Error and bias resulting from position or orientation are only currently being studied.
Preliminary results show that collar position, at angles lower than 90 degrees from the vertical
are the primary source of variation (D‘Eon & Delparte, 2005). The use of radio collars has
provided large scale understanding of polar bear movement.

2.5

Implications of Climate Change
Alterations due to climatic warming have recently been observed, including the decline

of total sea ice thickness and extent particularly in the amount of multi-year ice as well as the
near shore sea ice areas (Comiso, 2002; Rothrock et al., 1999; Stroeve et al., 2005). Arctic
alterations affect all forms of life within the polar biosphere, including the polar bear.
A study in 2005 established a predictive trend of sea ice loss at a rate of approximately
-3% per decade (Stroeve et al., 2005). Historical trends show that the majority of sea ice decay
occurs in summer and early fall. Using satellite measurements since 1979, the rate of
September sea ice decline is now an estimated 10% per decade measuring 72,000 km2 per year
(NSIDC, 2007 October press release). As the Arctic melt season increases in length, the link
between sea ice and recent warming becomes fairly obvious. Climate variability in the Arctic is
especially pronounced, as displayed by the decrease in sea ice extent and thickness. The Arctic
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sea ice consistently confirms the climate model projections for the 21st century (Stroeve et al.,
2005).
Scientific literature has proposed a number of hypothetical reasons for the observed
anomalous sea ice conditions in 2005. The unusual sea ice conditions in 2002 were attributed
to an increase in solar heat absorption through open water areas, low sea level pressure leading
to low ice concentrations, as well as to an increase in atmospheric temperatures which reduced
ice growth (Serreze et al., 2003). Rigor and Wallace (2004) have proposed an alternate
hypothesis to explain the 2002 -2003 Arctic sea ice record minimum. They state that although
the low SLP over the Arctic Ocean may have caused diverging sea ice with vast amounts of
open water, the previous record low is due to the movement of young sea ice into the coastal
melt zones. These researchers also maintain that the temperature of the entire Arctic Ocean was
higher than normal; however, the temperature was lower than normal over the Beaufort and
Chukchi seas where the decrease in sea ice extent was the greatest. If Polar sea ice decay is in
large measure due to the movement of younger, thinner sea ice into coastal melt regions, then
based on the hypothesis by Serreze et al., (2003), the production of younger thinner ice across
the Arctic Ocean, due to divergence, will contribute to sea ice extent anomalies in the future as
young ice drifts into the coastal melt zones (Rigor & Wallace, 2004).
This loss of sea ice has consequences for arctic ringed seals and more specifically for
polar bears. The decrease in annual arctic sea ice essentially reduces the optimal habitat for
ringed seals to breed. An increase in habitat stress on ringed seals will be evident in the
effectiveness of their reproduction. A decline in ringed seal reproduction translates to less prey
for polar bears as ringed seal pups are the primary food source for polar bears in the spring.
Polar bears rely heavily on the abundance of fat seal pups to prey on in the spring before the
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warmer summer months arrive and force them to fast on shore. The warming of the arctic will
lead to the decrease in not only polar bear habitat but also prey availability. This is an
extremely lethal combination for the survival of the polar bear.

2.5.1 Historical Change in Sea Ice and Snow
Over the last 400 years, the 20th Century has produced the warmest temperatures in the
Arctic (Overpeck et al., 1997). An increase of 0.3 to 0.6 oC in the mean global surface
temperature over the last century has been suggested by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 1995). This global surface temperature increase has been primarily
attributed to anthropogenic sources, and is expected to continue to increase by 2.0 oC by 2100
(IPCC, 1995). Climate models display enhanced warming at the poles, possibly an increase of
2 to 9 oC throughout the Arctic (Anisimov et al., 2007; Manabe et al., 1992; Mitchell et al.,
1995; Zwiers, 2002). These climate models also indicate that the largest amount of warming
will happen in fall/winter due to the delay of sea ice formation (Manabe et al., 1992; Serreze et
al., 2000).
Significant changes in arctic sea ice have been observed over the last three decades: an
increased duration of the sea ice melt season (Rigor et al., 2002), a reduction in sea ice extent
(Johannessen et al., 1999; Maslanik et al., 1996; Parkinson et al., 1999; Vinnikov et al., 1999),
a decrease in multiyear sea ice (Johannessen et al. 1999, Johannessen & Miles, 2000), an
increase in ice melt within the Beaufort Sea (Barber & Hanesiak, 2004, Macdonald et al., 1999;
McPhee et al., 1998), and a decline in the overall thickness of Central Arctic Ocean sea ice
(Rothrock et al., 1999). The Arctic has an extremely positive snow/sea ice feedback loop which
essentially amplifies early alterations in the climate system. An increase in temperature
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decreases the sea ice and snow, which in turn decreases the surface albedo. A reduction in
albedo allows more absorption of radiation and warmer temperatures and thereby reduces the
snow and sea ice further (Etkin, 1990). Satellite data from 1979 to 1998 indicated a decline in
sea ice at a rate of approximately 2% per decade of total ice area in winter (Johannessen et al.,
1999). Also detectable is the shift from multiyear sea ice to first year sea ice, which inevitably
is thinner and has a higher salt content thereby promoting sea ice melt (MacDonald et al.,
2005).
Climate models predict that within approximately 80 years and an atmospheric CO2
increase of 1% per year, the precipitation levels within the polar and sub-polar regions will
increase to about 0.5 to 1 m per year (Manabe et al., 1992). This increase in precipitation,
specifically as rain, will have significant effects on the Arctic climate and certainly on the
associated links to sea ice and ringed seal habitat.

2.5.2 Predicted Change to Sea Ice and Snow
Current models are exhibiting the warming trend of the earth as well as the decrease in
total ice cover, which may leave the polar basin completely free of multi-year ice in less than a
few decades (Barber et al., 2005). The majority of climate change models also predict an
increase in Arctic precipitation. Precipitation calculations are complex due to environmental
factors; however, based on observation, precipitation has increased by approximately 8%
throughout the Arctic over the last 100 years (Hassol, 2004). There is a low level of confidence
with these findings due to the environmental difficulties in measuring precipitation in the
Arctic as well as the lack of data for some regions. Also noted is a marked change in the
precipitation characteristics, with the majority of the increase appearing as rain in the winter
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months. This rain falls on pre-existing winter snow, thus triggering an early snowmelt. This
type of occurrence, rain on snow events, has significantly increased throughout a vast portion
of the Arctic (Hassol, 2004). Arctic total precipitation is projected to increase by approximately
20% by the end of the century, primarily as rain (Hassol, 2004). This increase is expected to be
largely in the winter and fall with an increase that is expected to surpass 30% (Hassol, 2004)
and occur predominantly over coastal regions.
Models predict the Arctic and subpolar regions will experience an increase of 0.5 – 1m
of precipitation after approximately 80 years of 1% per year increase in atmospheric CO2
(Manabe et al., 1992). Alterations to Arctic temperature and precipitation levels, primarily rain,
will have drastic effects on the distribution of snow and in turn Arctic hydrology (Anisimov et
al., 2007). The snow cover extent varies significantly, displaying a range from 4X106km to
46X106km (Serreze et al., 2000). The warming of the Arctic has also brought about the
decrease in snow cover extent with a decline of 2% per decade calculated over the 1978 – 1999
period (Armstrong & Brodzik, 2001).
As of 2005 the perennial sea ice cover of the Arctic was declining at a rate of
approximately -8% per decade (NSIDC, 2005). A continued decline of this magnitude would
eradicate the multiyear ice cover during this century (Comiso, 2002). Thick multiyear sea ice
floes play a crucial part in the albedo feedback mechanism of the ocean-sea ice interface due to
their vast extent and high albedo (Comiso, 2002). A factor contributing to the reduction of
perennial sea ice is the increase in ice temperature which is also rising at a rate of about 1.2K
per decade (Comiso, 2002). This increase in temperature of sea ice leads to the delay in growth
of new sea ice in the fall as well as premature melt in the spring, thus increasing the melt and
retreat of the multiyear sea ice (Comiso, 2002). The loss of the multiyear sea ice would have
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serious implications. The increase in summer open water areas would decrease the albedo,
consequently modifying the ocean-sea ice feedback mechanism (Comiso, 2002). The
stratification of the Arctic Ocean would be altered due to the increase in solar radiation
absorption. The transformation of the Arctic sea ice cover from abundant perennial sea ice to
primarily annual sea ice would affect every aspect of the Arctic region ecosystem.
The problem is not the fluctuation in climate, but rather the potential for the fluctuation
to be unidirectional, increasingly warmer (Derocher et al., 2004). This one way flux would
alter the dynamics of snow cover and sea ice characteristics, thereby changing polar bear
habitat. The loss of habitat will inevitably force adaptation to new environmental factors or
extinction. Alterations in polar bear habitat directly result in change within polar bear existence
and or specific habitat usage. Due to these habitat requirements being altered with climate
fluctuation, it is imperative that we identify the preferred habitat of polar bears to fully
understand their future required needs and thereby support the management of bear
populations.

2.5.3 Predicted change to Polar Bear Ecology
The survival of the polar bear depends on the storage of body fat to be used as a
resource when prey is not accessible. Varying ice conditions have been observed to have an
impact on polar bear body mass and reproduction (Derocher et al., 2004). Spring and early
summer are vital polar bear hunting time periods. Ringed seal give birth to their young in
annual fast-ice in the spring, providing an essential food source for polar bear.
The decrease in available time for bears to feed prior to coming ashore has serious
consequences for their overall health and survival. Break-up of the annual sea ice is occurring
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2.5 weeks earlier in Hudson Bay as compared to 30 years ago. The earlier break-up of sea ice
does not allow the bears to acquire adequate fat stores for the summer fasting period (Derocher
et al., 2004). Factors such as body mass, reproductive rates and subadult survival are
hypothesized to decline due to the warmer spring temperatures and the early break-up of sea
ice (Derocher et al., 2004). Mean mass estimates calculated from approximate body mass loss
per day and a correlation to a decrease in sea ice availability predict that the majority of female
polar bears in western Hudson Bay will be unable to reach the minimum body mass required to
reproduce successfully within 100 years (Derocher et al., 2004). The current data recorded on
mass loss within pregnant females of the Hudson Bay region display much greater weight loss
than predicted. This suggests that the majority of females would have body masses too low to
reproduce by the year 2012 (Derocher et al., 2004).
Sea ice season length and distribution are highly variable, thus transposing this same
level of variance on the polar bear population response. The threat in this variability is the
increased likelihood of consecutive years of inadequate ice conditions, leading to decreased
food supply and increased energy expenditure. This variability is not as serious a concern over
the short term as it is over the long term. Polar bears are K-selected species and thus can
withstand short term periods of decreased reproduction without having drastic effects on their
population. However, if decline in reproduction was long-term, the repercussions would be
apparent through population decline (Derocher et al., 2004). The warming of the Arctic is
modifying and decreasing available polar bear habitat; habitat loss and population decline are
key elements in extinction. As a direct result of these projections, there is an increased concern
for polar bear conservation.
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As sea ice thickness and extent decreases, a primary issue for the polar bear will be
prey location and availability. The initial result of decreased sea ice extent may be a larger
concentration of bears in a reduced area of habitat. This alteration will ultimately lead to
increased competition for prey (Derocher et al., 2004). The decrease in available sea ice may
also increase hunt efficiency in polar bears due to the restriction of seals to smaller habitat
areas (Derocher et al., 2004). The combination of greater population densities as well as
increased hunting competition along with the reduction in prime seal habitat will lead to a
decrease in the total polar bear population (Derocher et al., 2004).
The initial effects of global climate change are expected to be most pronounced in the
most southern habitat regions, James Bay and Hudson Bay. The decline in polar bear condition
has already been noted in recent years. Effects over the last two decades include a 15% decline
in average weight as well as a decline in number of new cubs born between 1981 and 1998
(Hassol, 2004). The decrease in annual sea ice duration directly affects the health of fasting
female polar bears. Since the fat stores of a female polar bear are closely correlated to their
ability to reproduce successfully (Hassol, 2004), the decrease in suitable habitat to hunt
significantly reduces the reproductive success of the entire species.
As a result of climate change, polar bears are highly unlikely to survive should the
summer sea ice cover completely disappear. A complete loss of annual sea ice has been
modeled and could conceivably occur before the end of the century (Hassol, 2004). The
potential for polar bears to adapt to terrestrial habitats is extreme and poses many threats
including increased competition and possibly hybridization with terrestrial bear species along
with an increase in human threat (Hassol, 2004). The loss of polar bears within the arctic
ecosystem and food chain would have extreme consequences.
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The alteration of Arctic sea ice, specifically annual sea ice, has the potential to
change the Arctic ecosystem. The primary prey of the polar bear is the ringed seal, which
prefers habitat in annual or landfast sea ice where ice deformation has created suitable snow
drifts for lair creation. The decrease or disappearance of landfast and annual ice would inhibit
prey accessibility for the polar bear. The response of polar bears to a decrease in Arctic sea ice
may initially be an increase in population densities, albeit primarily in areas with suitable
ringed seal habitat. A decrease in suitable ringed seal habitat would increase polar bear density
and competition for prey, thereby reducing hunting efficiency. Limited and concentrated ringed
seal habitat would increase seal mortality and result in decreased population size. Polar bear
hunting efficiency would certainly be skewed to favour dominant bears allowing them to
monopolize the prime hunting areas, leaving the subordinate bears to scavenge (Derocher et al,
2004).
The limited accessibility to prey for subordinate bears will have a negative effect on the
entire population. Select bears may dominate the prey availability, thereby excluding and
starving out other competing bears or mothers with cubs. Due to the thinning of the population,
the genetic diversity of the polar bear population will be significantly reduced. This pressure
may lead to adaptation, extirpation or extinction. The loss of the polar bear would have serious
consequences for not only the Arctic ecosystem but also the Inuit people.

2.6

Summary and Conclusions
Polar bears are completely dependent on snow covered sea ice platform for survival.

The requirements for survival include hunting seals, breeding, travelling large distances and
accessible denning sites (Derocher et al, 2004). Dynamic and thermodynamic processes create
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conditions which produce specific types of snow covered sea ice. These processes limit the
extent and availability of prime polar bear habitat. Record lows in sea ice extent have been
reported since 2002. Currently, the 2007 melt season has shattered all prior existing sea ice
extent record lows, and the approximate decline in September sea ice extent is 10% per decade
or 72,000 km2 (NSIDC, 2007). Warmer air temperatures, the decline in total sea ice extent, the
early onset of spring melt seasons, and the lack of recovery in winter sea ice extent have
created a positive feedback loop within the Arctic system.
Ringed seals are the primary source of food for polar bear and prefer landfast first-year
ice for pupping (Stirling, 2002; Wiig et al., 1999). Sea ice surface will dictate the location of
winter ringed seal habitat and in turn polar bears will inhabit areas that are conducive to ringed
seal lairs (Welch, 1991). Annual sea ice changes including location, break-up time, extent, and
topography (roughness) alter habitat suitability for ring seal, and therefore for the polar bear.
Alterations due to climatic warming have recently been observed, including the decline
of total sea ice thickness and extent particularly in the amount of multi-year ice as well as the
near shore sea ice areas (Comiso, 2002; Rothrock et al., 1999; Stroeve et al., 2005). The
decrease in annual arctic sea ice essentially reduces the optimal habitat for ringed seals to
breed, reducing potential prey for polar bears. The problem is not the fluctuation in climate, but
rather the potential for the fluctuation to be unidirectional, increasingly warmer (Derocher et
al., 2004). The acceleration of Arctic warming and the consequential loss of sea ice makes the
future for polar bear populations unclear (Derocher et al., 2004). In order to assess the
availability of potential polar bear habitat, preferred sea ice conditions must be accurately
identified. The next chapter details methods used to assess linkages between sea ice physical
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features selected by polar bears and how this relationship may change as a function of spatial
scale.

3.0 Methods
3.1

Study Area
Fieldwork was carried out in the Beaufort Sea of the Western Canadian Arctic. The

study site was located in Franklin Bay, of the Amundsen Gulf (Figure 3.1). The study took
place on board the C.C.G.S. AMUNDSEN, a class-1200 Canadian Coast Guard Icebreaker, in
Franklin Bay, NWT. The AMUNDSEN had been retrofit and transformed into a state-of-theart research icebreaker. The icebreaker was located at 70.06 0 N, -126.38 0 W throughout the
entire over wintering period, which was approximately 6 months from December 2003 until
May 2004. The over wintering site was approximately 264km due east of Tuktoyaktuk and the
study took place from early January until the end of March, 2004. This specific field research
was part of the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES). CASES was a Canadian-led
international research program which successfully carried out numerous scientific studies in an
attempt to understand the biogeochemical and ecological consequences of sea ice variability
and change on the Mackenzie Shelf.
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Figure 3.1. Study area over wintering site of the CCGS Amundsen in Franklin Bay in the
Southern Beaufort Sea (Source: J. Iacozza 2005).

3.2

Data Collection
3.2.1 In Situ Ground Surveys
The first objective was to link sea ice topographic variability (roughness) and selected

polar bear habitat. This was accomplished through ground surveys of polar bear tracks and the
surrounding sea ice variables. These findings will potentially lead to the statistical correlation
of certain physical habitat features and polar bear habitat selection.
Ground data were collected from January to March of 2004. A 100km2 grid was set up
2km north of the Amundsen‘s freeze in location (70.06 0 N, -126.38 0 W) (Figure 3.2 & 3.3).
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The plot was chosen by visually interpreting satellite images and locating a large area that
contained a heterogeneous mixture of ice roughness.

Figure 3.2. Example ASAR image of Amundsen‘s freeze in location (70.06 0 N, -126.38 0 W).
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Figure 3.3. 10km by 10km grid set 2km north of the Amundsen‘s freeze in location (70.06 0 N,
-126.38 0 W).
This 100km2 study plot was divided into 100, 1km2 cells. Cells were randomly selected
from the possible 100. Once a sample 1km2 cell was chosen, the four corner GPS coordinate
waypoints were entered into handheld Garmin GPS unit. Four people were required to obtain
ground data, as well as two snowmobiles and one komatik, for survival gear as well as
numbered transect flags. Two people per snowmobile allowed each person to survey each side
of the snowmobile for polar bear tracks.
Departing from the ship, the trip was logged using a Trimble Geoxt® GPS unit. Once at
the randomly chosen cell, sequentially numbered flag poles were secured in the snow every
100m along both the East and West cell boundary lines. While placing these numbered flags,
the east and west boundary lines were surveyed for polar bear tracks. Beginning in the north-
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east corner, both teams travelled south along the east boundary line. Each snowmobile team
chose a survey line and travelled west between the flags with corresponding number. The flags
were used to increase the accuracy of travelling a straight survey line when visibility
conditions permitted.
While travelling the transect lines, both teams were searching for polar bear tracks in
the snow cover on either side of the snowmobile. Both teams travelled between 10-15 km per
hour depending on the conditions and the roughness of the ice surface. If the ice was too rough
for snowmobile travel, one person would travel by foot with the GPS unit and walk through the
rough ice in a relatively straight line. While the person was walking and looking for tracks, the
snowmobile would find another path through the ice ridges and meet the walking person
further along the transect path. Once a team reached the west boundary line, the numbered flag
would be collected and they would begin the next transect to the south down the west boundary
line, see Figure 3.4. The same process was repeated along the east boundary line. The sampling
was completed for the designated cell when both teams met back at the starting point, the
south-west corner, with all the flags collected. A GeoXT was used to log the portion of the
transect completed by at least one team.
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Grid #19 example

1km

1km
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•100m between West to East lines
~ 4m visibility on each side of snowmobile
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Figure 3.4. Example of the transect tracks collected by both sampling teams combined.

If polar bear tracks were found, the GPS location was logged and photos of the tracks
were taken. Photos included a meter stick for scale as well as ice roughness measurements.
Characteristics and quantitative features of the environment in which the tracks were found
were also recorded. These variables included snow depth, snow hardness, ice roughness, wind
speed, wind direction, blowing snow, cloud cover, solar disk visibility, as well as track
identification and track direction. This ground data sampling required approximately 3 hours,
and the protocol could be completed by only 2 people on 1 snowmobile although the required
time then increased substantially. Accuracy of track identification may have many potential
biases, including visibility (weather and snow conditions) and subjectivity of observer. These
factors may bias habitat preference assessment, thus displaying an increase in polar bear
abundance in conditions and locations that are more suitable for observation. Visibility for in
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situ sampling was a limiting factor of the study and often sampling days had to be cancelled
due to poor weather conditions.
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Figure 3.5. Sample site - Habitat grid coordinates and sampled grid cells

In total, thirteen cells were sampled over the three month period. Of the thirteen cells,
ten (4, 6, 20, 30, 42, 46, 66, 73, 77 and 98) cells had polar bear tracks within them. This ground
snowmobile sampling was used to identify the cells/habitat types that had evidence of polar
bear presence. The variables between sampled cells with polar bear track and those without
will be compared to assess whether there is any correlation between sea ice variables and
presence of polar bear tracks.
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3.2.2 Remotely Sensed Data
3.2.2.1

Ice PIC Helicopter Transects

A helicopter was used to fly an electromagnetic induction system within the sampling
area. Originally designed for the Canadian Coast Guard to assist with ice breaking operations,
a helicopter-mounted ice thickness sensor (IcePIC) was employed. This sensor utilizes lowfrequency electromagnetic (EM) induction measurements to provide the distance from the
sensor to the top of the seawater, while a precision laser altimeter measures the distance to the
surface of the snow, ice, or water (Prinsenberg et al., 2002). Operating at frequencies of 1.7,
5.0, 11.7 and 35.2 kHz, the IcePIC records EM responses in and out of phase with the
transmitted field to a precision of 0.1 ppm (Holladay, 2006). When used together the real time
output provides the thickness of snow and ice over seawater to within centimetres in accuracy.
Along with the EM laser data the sensor also logs GPS position in addition to individual radar
altimeter data (Holladay, 2006). By slowly flying at a low altitude of 100m, this instrument
was used to create ice surface roughness profiles for all 22 transect lines (Appendix A, Figures
1-3). Ice roughness was the primary variable provided by the Ice Pic data.
Initially the surface roughness data was separated into the 22 transect lines of the
sample grid. This was accomplished by separating the data profiles by their geo-referenced
variables. These 22 transect lines of surface roughness data were imported into Arcview to
create contour lines. Roughness data from boundary lines were interpolated and used to create
contour lines for each individual grid cell. These interpolated roughness contours were then
used to obtain a mean surface roughness value for each cell. Each of the 100 cells had a mean
and a standard deviation value of sea ice roughness. These 100 cells were then broken up into
the 13 snowmobile sampled cells.
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3.2.2.2

ASAR Data Collection

Advanced synthetic aperture radar (ASAR) images were utilized in section B of the
second objective. Satellite images are collected by the European Space Agency‘s (ESA)
European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellites, ERS-1, ERS-2, ENVISAT and the Canadian
RADARSAT. The ASAR instrument onboard the ENVISAT satellite expands the potential of
the Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instruments
aboard the ERS satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2 (European Space Agency (ESA), 2000-2007).
ENVISAT flies in a sun-synchronous polar orbit of approximately 800 km altitude with a
repeat reference orbit of 35 days. A wide swath allows the complete coverage of the globe
within one to three days. Active phased-array antennas as well as incidence angles between 15
and 45 degrees are utilized by the ASAR instrument. The ASAR is effective in all weather
conditions and solar light levels (day or night effectiveness). ASAR produces high-resolution
images determined from radar backscatter measurements created by the dielectric properties of
the surface (Figure 3.6). The surface roughness is represented by the digital values (brightness)
determined by the echo of the backscatter, and is subsequently displayed as an image (Iacozza,
1997; ESA, 2000-2007). An improvement of the ASAR system includes beam steering, which
obtains images with varying incidence angles, as well as dual polarization and wide swath
coverage (ESA, 2000-2007).
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Figure 3.6. The echo backscatter of the reflected radar signal (ASAR Product
Handbook, 2007). Permission for use was granted by NSIDC 06/13/08.

Backscatter values are represented per pixel in the radar images. Brighter areas in the
image represent high backscatter while darker areas signify low backscatter points (ESA, 20002007). Low backscatter points represent points that have low amounts of energy reflected back
to the instrument sensors, whereas bright points signify high levels of energy reflectance. Many
variables determine the backscatter of the selected point: the physical size of the scatterers in
the area, the electrical properties, and moisture content (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Wet points
appear bright while dry points appear dark with the exception of smooth water bodies that will
reflect echoes away from sensors resulting in a dark image (ESA, 2000-2007).

Figure 3.7. Backscatter from various surfaces (ASAR Product Handbook, 2007). Permission
for use was granted by NSIDC 06/13/08.
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Figure 3.8. Scattering mechanisms of various surfaces (ASAR Product Handbook, 2007).
Permission for use was granted by NSIDC 06/13/08.

The backscatter reflection from sea ice is highly dependent on the dielectric properties
and the spatial distribution of the sea ice. Ice age, internal geometry, snow cover, and
temperature along with surface roughness all affect the radar backscatter (ESA, 2000-2007).
ASAR operates at C-band and images may be anywhere from 100 to 400 km in spatial
resolution. For this study, the images acquired of the study area were broken into smaller
subset sections which were determined by the boundaries of the sampled cells.

3.3

Analytical/Statistical Methods
The K-means cluster method was utilized in the Statistical Package for the Social

Science (SPSS®). The cluster analysis was used to create sea ice type cluster groups to assist
in the evaluation of preferred polar bear habitat. The cluster analysis is a method by which a
number of observations with associated numerical variables are segregated into groups (Gotelli
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& Ellison, 2004). The K-means clustering method is non-hierarchical, meaning that
observations are grouped independent of an external reference system, and requires you to set
the number of desired clusters. The clusters are created by an algorithm that groups all objects
in one cluster that are closer to each other, determined by a distance measurement, than they
are to objects in other cluster groups (Gotelli & Ellison, 2004). The K-means clustering method
reduces the sum of squares of distances from each object to the center of its cluster (Gotelli &
Ellison, 2004). There is no set rule as to how many cluster groups to use; however, the more
cluster groups used the less objects in each group, and the more similar the clusters will be to
one another (Gotelli & Ellison, 2004). The K-means cluster method was used to assess whether
there was a relationship between the EM and the ASAR values.
An independent sample T-test was also used to test for differences between the sampled
cells and random cells and to establish whether there was a correlation between the observed
polar bear tracks and the sea ice roughness measurements. An independent sample T-test
compares the mean values of two groups. Assumptions of this statistical analysis include the
following: that the variables are normally distributed, that the two groups have equal variance,
and that the groups are independent of one another. The p-level determined with a T-test
represents the probability of error with rejection of the null hypothesis. The coefficient of
variation (CV), which is used to measure dispersion, was also assessed to establish a
relationship between sea ice roughness and polar bear presence. The CV is defined as the ratio
of the standard deviation divided by the mean.

Pearson‘s correlation analysis is used to measure the strength of the linear association
between two variables. Assumptions of this test are that both variables are interval and
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approximately normally distributed. The Pearson‘s correlation was used to determine the
relationship between the EM and ASAR data sets. Variables such as mean, standard deviation,
and RMS were assessed to determine whether there was a significant difference between both
data sets. All three sets of variables were tested for normality, including ASAR and EM mean,
standard deviation, and RMS. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance value for all six
variables was greater than 0.05, thereby indicating normal distribution for all variables
included in the Pearson analysis.
The Spearman rank correlation analysis is a non-parametric test which tests for the rank
order relationship between two quantitative variables when there is concern that one or both
may be ordinal and/or not normally distributed, or when the data is limited to a small sample
size. In this study this type of analysis was used to determine the relationship between sign
frequency and a number of variables such as ground roughness classifications.
The Mann-Whitney test is a non-parametric test for independent samples. This
statistical test makes no assumptions as to the distribution/normality of the data and therefore is
an excellent alternative to the independent t-test. This analysis uses the ranks of the data as
opposed to the raw values to calculate the statistics. The Mann-Whitney test was used to assess
the relationship between in situ ground roughness classification and EM RMS values.
Sign frequency for polar bear tracks was calculated by dividing the number of tracks
found within a cell by the distance traveled by the surveying snowmobile, in meters. EM root
mean square (RMS) values for each cell were calculated by squaring all the EM altimeter
values, finding the mean of these values, and then calculating the square root of the mean. The
ASAR RMS values were calculated by isolating each cell within the ASAR image and
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identifying the brightness values. These brightness values were then used to calculate an RMS
value using the same calculations as the EM RMS values.

3.4

Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
The advancement of technology as well as the increase in GLCM knowledge has led to

the study of numerous texture variables in combination with many SAR images to accurately
assess the classification of sea ice types. Initially developed by Haralick et al. (1973), the
GLCM is a statistical method used to differentiate sea ice types from SAR images. Using a
square matrix of dimension N which ―provides the conditional joint probabilities of all
pairwise combinations of pixels within a computational window‖ (Barber et al., 1993). The
values in the matrix represent the probability of occurrence of grey levels of any two pixels
depending on the interpixel sampling orientation (α) and distance (δ). Haralick et al. (1973),
expressed this algebraically as shown in Equation 1 while C ij is defined in Equation 2:

Pr(x) = {Cij|,}

(1)

(2)

where P represents the frequency of occurrence of grey levels i and j while N indicates
the total number of pixel pairs. The size of the computation window determines the number of
pixel pairs.
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Orientation and interpixel sampling distance are essential in the calculation of the
GLCM. The orientation component is the direction of the image where the probabilities of
combinations of pixels are determined. Interpixel sampling distance refers to the separation
distance between two pixels. For example, in a GLCM analysis where the δ=5 and α=90o the
computation of the probability of grey levels would be calculated for pixels that were five
pixels apart and oriented 90o to each other.
The texture of an image is related to the GLCM. An image with uniform texture will
display similar grey levels between adjacent pixels. An image with diverse texture will result in
adjacent pixels having dissimilar grey level values thus producing frequent variation in high
and low grey level values. A smooth or fine texture will create a GLCM with small clusters of
probabilities while coarse texture will create a large cluster of probabilities.
Grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) are used to separate sea ice types within an
ASAR image. Holmes et al. (1984) assessed the ability to determine sea ice types by utilizing
texture analysis to separate synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. From this study they
concluded that first-year sea ice (FYI) and multiyear sea (MYI) ice could be determined solely
by texture analysis regardless of actual sea ice location. However this study by Holmes et al.
(1984) only took into account one texture statistic within the analysis, due to costs involved,
thereby significantly reducing the accuracies of the study.
Studies by D.G. Barber and E.F.LeDrew (1989) included five texture variables to
determine sea ice types. This study concluded that to accurately identify sea ice types, all five
texture variables must be used and analyzed at contrasting inter-pixel sampling distances and
orientations. Texture measurements are represented by the statistical relationship between each
SAR resolution cell and its neighbour (Barber et al., 1993).
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Eight texture statistics were used in this research:

Mean

i = based on reference pixels j = based on neighbour pixels
The mean values indicate the average brightness of return within the image.

Variance

This feature indicates the dispersion from the mean of cell values within the GLCM. High
variance values indicate an increase in heterogeneity within the image.

Correlation

This texture statistic is a measure of linear dependencies of grey-tone within an image
(Haralick et al., 1973). x and y represent the mean and x and y refer to the standard
deviation of row i and j respectively. High correlation values indicate that the image has a
heterogeneous texture.
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Homogeneity (Uniformity)
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This feature is greatly influenced by high values within the matrix. Homogeneity increases as
contrast in the window decreases (Shokr 1989; Barber et al., 1993).

Contrast (Inertia)

Considered a measure of contrast or amount of local variations between grey levels, contrast is
also referred to as the inertia statistic (Haralick et al., 1973; Shokr, 1989). The contrast statistic
is greatly influenced by off-diagonal values within the matrix. High contrast values indicate a
heterogeneous image.

Dissimilarity

This texture statistic is a measure of dissimilarity in grey levels for a specific orientation as
well as for interpixel sampling distance. As grey levels increase in dissimilarity, the value of
dissimilarity increases. As a result, this statistic is responsive to grey level spatial variability as
well as to image tone (Barber et al., 1993).
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Entropy

Quantifying disorder of grey levels with an image, this statistic increases in value as disorder
or coarse texture increases (Barber et al., 1993).

Angular Second-Moment (Energy)

This feature is a measure of the homogeneity of grey-tone transitions within an image
(Haralick et al., 1973). Larger values indicate higher homogeneity (Baker & Cai, 1992).

3.5

Summary and Conclusion
This study took place from early January until the end of March, 2004 aboard the

C.C.G.S. Amundsen which was located in Franklin Bay, of the Amundsen Gulf. Addressing
the first objective, linking sea ice roughness and selected polar bear habitat, the in situ ground
surveys included a 100km2 study plot divided into 100, 1km2 cells. East to west transects were
surveyed within the thirteen cells sampled. Travelling transects by snowmobile, observers
searched both sides of the transect for polar bear tracks. Topographical features of the sea ice
in which tracks were found were recorded. Ten of the thirteen cells sampled had polar bear
tracks within them. Variables between sampled cells with polar bear tracks and those without
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will be compared to determine any correlation between sea ice variables and observed polar
bear tracks.
An EM induction system mounted to a helicopter was used to survey the sample area.
This system used a helicopter ice thickness sensor (IcePIC) which measured the thickness of
snow and ice over seawater. This survey provided interpolated EM surface roughness data for
each cell including mean and standard deviation. In addition, ASAR images were used to
determine remotely sensed sea ice roughness. Each pixel in the radar image represent a
backscatter value which is determined by ground level variables. ASAR images of the sample
area were acquired and further broken down into images of the sampled cells.
Various statistical methods were used in this study. An independent sample t-test was
used to verify that sampled cells were chosen randomly and to establish whether there was a
correlation between the observed polar bear tracks and sea ice roughness measurements. Kmeans cluster analysis was used to create sea ice type cluster groups to assist in the assessment
of preferred polar bear habitat. The K-means cluster method was used to assess whether there
was a relationship between the EM and the ASAR values for each cell. Pearson‘s correlation
analysis was used to assess the relationship between the EM and the ASAR data sets. The
Spearman rank correlation analysis was used to determine the relationship between polar bear
sign frequency and ground roughness classification. The Mann-Whitney test was used to
determine the relationship between in situ ground roughness classification and EM RMS
values.
GLCM technology has allowed the study of texture variables with SAR images to
accurately determine the classification of sea ice types. Orientation and interpixel distance are
crucial in the calculation of the GLCM. Texture of an image is related to the GLCM. Texture
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measurements are determined by the statistical relationship between each SAR resolution cell
and its neighbour. Uniform texture will produce similar grey levels between adjacent pixels,
while diverse texture will result in dissimilar grey level values. Coarse texture will create a
GLCM with a large cluster of probabilities while fine texture will create small clusters of
probabilities. GLCM are used to separate sea ice types within an ASAR image. Within this
study eight texture statistics were assessed; mean, variance, correlation, homogeneity, contrast,
dissimilarity, entropy, and angular second-moment. The subsequent chapter details how these
methods were used to assess the objectives of this study and the results that followed.

4.0 Sea Ice Variability and Polar Bear Habitats
4.1

Introduction
The first objective of this project is to determine the correlation between sea ice

variability and polar bear habitat. This chapter displays the quantitative analysis of sea ice
physical variables and the subsequent correlation of polar bear habitat selection. Chapter five
will consider the relationship between preferred habitat, Ice PIC EM data, and satellite data.
Examining ground data and polar bear tracks allows an assessment of the
relationship between in situ sea ice variables and habitat types, in terms of bear selection. This
relationship between bear tracks and certain habitat variables can be utilized in creating
preferred polar bear habitat classifications. This method is, however, time-consuming and
carries with it complex logistical requirements. In this chapter I present results of the
correlation between physical aspects of the sea ice and observed polar bear prints (my metric
for polar bear preferred habitat).
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4.2

Results
Ice Pic boundary line data (EM) were used to interpolate and calculate mean ice

roughness values for each of the 100 cells. The individual roughness value for each cell was
then utilized to create cluster groups. Three categorical cluster groups of small roughness (1),
medium roughness (2), and heavy roughness (3) were created and applied to the 100 grid cells.
The minimum and maximum interpolated cell values for each categorical cluster group are
displayed in Table 4.0. The mean, standard deviation, and distances between the final cluster
centers were also calculated (Table 4.1 and 4.2). The 100 grid cells were grouped according to
their clusters: 49 cells were grouped in cluster 1, 45 cells were grouped in cluster 2, and 6 cells
were grouped in cluster 3. Of the 10 cells with tracks, four cells were in cluster 1, five cells
were in cluster 2, and one cell was in cluster 3. Of the three cells without polar bear tracks, one
was found in cluster 1 while two were found in cluster 2 (Figure 4.1). These results show that
the majority of the sample area was composed of small and medium roughness and most polar
bear tracks were typically observed in the small and medium roughness cluster classes. This
relationship complements current findings indicating that polar bears avoid extremely rough
sea ice topography.
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Table 4.0. Class of topographic roughness and cluster group based on interpolated
mean values.
Roughness
Class
Small
Roughness
Medium
Roughness
Heavy
Roughness

Cluster Number of cells
Group within sample area
1
49

Interpolated Mean Values
Minimum Maximum
0.08
0.15

2

45

0.15

0.29

3

6

0.29

0.36

Table 4.1. Final Cluster Centers for cells based on EM boundary line roughness
interpolation.
Cluster
1
2
3

Mean
0.13
0.20
0.32

Standard Deviation
0.06
0.10
0.19

Table 4.2. Distances between Final Cluster Centers (Km).
Cluster
1
2
3

1
8.162E-02
***
0.24

2
***
8.162E-02
0.16

3
0.16
0.24
***
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Figure 4.1. Sample site – Habitat grid coordinates with roughness cluster groups determined by
IcePic boundary EM data.

Using the coefficient of variation for sea ice EM roughness values, the thirteen sampled
cells were compared using an independent-samples t test. The comparison was performed
between the 10 cells that contained polar bear tracks and the 3 cells that did not have tracks.
The null hypothesis stated that there was no correlation between roughness values and polar
bear tracks. From the analysis we found that there was a significant correlation between the
roughness values and the presence of polar bear tracks as displayed by the 0.10 p-value. This
was determined by the calculation of a 90% confidence interval when the means of the cell
roughness from cells with tracks and cells without tracks where compared.
An additional analysis of sign frequency was completed. Sign frequency refers to the
number of polar bear signs per ground distance. Sign frequency was determined and compared
to the three scales of roughness classification (ground, EM, and ASAR). This analysis was
carried out to establish an indication of correlation between the number of polar bear sign and
the various levels of sea ice roughness at differing scales.
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Spearman correlation analysis determined that there was no significant difference
between the sign frequency of polar bear signs and the in situ sea ice roughness classifications.
The significance value (p-value) was determined to be 0.56 (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.2. Graph displaying polar bear sign frequency with corresponding in situ roughness
class for each sampled cell. Square data points indicate smooth while diamond data
points indicate rough ground classification.

The Spearman correlation analysis of the EM root mean square (RMS) value and the
sign frequency of polar bear tracks also calculated a lack of significance. The significance
value (p-value) of 0.87 shows no significance between the EM RMS values and polar bear sign
frequency (Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. Graph displaying the association between polar bear sign frequency and EM RMS
values per cell sampled.

However, the analysis of the ASAR RMS and sign frequency produced a negative
correlation as shown by the Spearman analysis. The relationship between the ASAR RMS and
polar bear sign frequency displays a significant difference value of 0.03 with a negative
correlation coefficient (rs) of -0.70, thereby indicating a negative correlation (Figure 4.4 and
Table 4.3). This finding indicates that as the variability of the ASAR roughness values
increases, the polar bear sign frequency decreases. This relationship may support the trend of
in situ tracks located in the small and medium roughness locations. Although a large proportion
of the sample area was classified as small to medium roughness, the majority of polar bear
tracks were found in the small and medium roughness areas.
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Figure 4.4. Graph displaying the relationship between polar bear sign frequency and ASAR
RMS values per sampled cell.

Table 4.3. Spearman analysis of Polar bear track Sign Frequency and Ground
roughness class, EM RMS values and ASAR RMS values.
Assessed Correlation
Sign Frequency vs. Sea
Ice Ground Roughness
Class
Sign Frequency vs. EM
RMS
Sign Frequency vs.
ASAR RMS

4.3

Significance value
(p-value)

Correlation Coefficient
(r-value)

0.56

0.21

0.87

-0.06

0.03

-0.70

Discussion
The initial polar bear sign presence/absence in relation to roughness cluster group

analysis displays a correlation, although weak, which appears to show some selection process
in the habitat variable preference in polar bears. The cluster groups show a moderate
correlation for habitat selection within the small and medium roughness sea ice habitats. This
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weak correlation may be due to the small sample size and possibly the relatively small sample
area. These factors may have contributed to the possible lack of diversity in habitat type or sea
ice variation.
Another weakness is the small sample size of visually observed polar bear tracks. These
observations may have been skewed in better environmental conditions as well as smoother ice
situations. Such a bias would have produced a preferential selection of smooth sea ice habitat;
however, this was not seen in the data analysis. Another possibility for error is the interpolation
calculations. Only the boundary lines of each cell were sampled by helicopter Ice Pic data
collection and transects for each cell were sampled within the center of each cell. Considering
this sampling discrepancy, there is room for error in the interpolation of the entire cell
roughness values. EM cell roughness values were based on the boundary line data and
interpolated for the entire cell. This leaves room for some interpolated error.
The location of the sample site may also factor into the results. High levels of polar
bear activity are generally found along the newly formed ice edges of the polynya located north
of the ship‘s over wintering site (70.06 0N and -126.38 0W). This area of open water and
shifting pack ice is abundant with subadult ringed seals and therefore attractive to polar bears
(Smith, 1980). Walking is an inherently inefficient hunting method for bears, making the
offshore dynamic sea ice and floe edge prime hunting habitat (Smith, 1980). As a result of this
high energetic cost, the polar bear activity in the selected sample area may not represent the
precise level of habitat selection in this region. Many polar bear tracks were found, however,
and identified throughout the sample site indicating that polar bears did in fact travel south in
to the landfast sea ice from the dynamic sea ice edge.
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The results from the sign frequency analysis display no significant correlation with the
ground classification or the EM RMS data although a negative correlation was found between
the sign frequency and the ASAR RMS. This negative correlation may display polar bears‘
selection of specific sea ice types. The RMS is an indication of magnitude of variability;
therefore, this negative correlation shows that as sea ice roughness values become increasingly
variable, the frequency of polar bear tracks decreases.
There may be a number of reasons why polar bears seem to avoid areas of sea ice with
highly variable sea ice topography. As hunting efficiency may be reduced with highly variable
sea ice roughness, polar bears will tend to select areas of sea ice where hunting efforts are
maximized. Travel efficiency may also be another explanation for the possible avoidance of
variable sea ice roughness. Hunting efforts are balanced out with migratory efforts, and sea ice
regions with an increase in roughness variability may not be consistent with energetically
efficient travel. A negative correlation is only visible at the ASAR image scale, suggesting that
this negative relationship is fairly weak. This association cannot be observed at the fine scale
ground level or the medium scale EM data level. The lack of relationship found at the fine or
medium scale may be a result of the small sample size, the smaller study area selected, reduced
visibility of polar bear tracks within increase sea ice roughness, and/or an uncertain level of
avoidance actually shown by polar bears for this variable sea ice roughness.

4.4

Summary and conclusions
This chapter explored the relationship between sea ice physical variables and polar bear

habitat selection. Ice PIC (EM) boundary line data were used to create sea ice roughness values
for all 100 cells. From these EM roughness values cluster groups of small roughness (1),
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medium roughness (2), and heavy roughness (3) were created and applied to all 100 cells. Once
grouped 49 cells were in cluster 1, 45 cells were in cluster 2, and 6 cells were in cluster 3. Of
the 10 cells with polar bear tracks, four cells were found in cluster 1, five cells in cluster 2 and
one cell in cluster 3. Of the three cells without polar bear tracks, one was found in cluster 1
while two were found in cluster 2. This assessment displayed that the sample area was largely
composed of small and medium roughness and that polar bear tracks were primarily observed
in the small and medium roughness cluster classes. This relationship agrees with current
findings which display polar bears avoid extremely rough sea ice topography.
An independent-samples T-test was used to compare the 10 cells with polar bear tracks
to the three cells without polar bear tracks. The null hypothesis was that there was no
correlation between roughness values and polar bear tracks. Using the mean roughness values
for the cells, a significant correlation was found at the 90% confidence level (p=0.10). Sign
frequency of polar bear tracks per ground distance was determined and compared to the three
scales of roughness classification (ground, EM, and ASAR). The Spearman analysis showed no
significant difference between polar bear sign frequency and both the ground (p=0.56) and EM
(p=0.87) roughness classifications. However, the Spearman analysis of polar bear sign
frequency and the ASAR RMS roughness classification displayed a significant difference
(p=0.03) along with a negative correlation coefficient (rs=-0.70). This analysis indicates that as
the variability of the ASAR roughness increases, the polar bear sign frequency decreases, thus
supporting the trend of in situ tracks located in the small and medium roughness sea ice.
The next chapter explores not only the possible relationship between the in situ ground
data and the Ice PIC helicopter data, but also the potential correlation between the Ice PIC
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helicopter data and the remotely sensed satellite data. Chapter 5 attempts to clarify the
relationship between the three scales of sea ice roughness measurement.

5.0 Ice surface roughness as a habitat indicator on various
scales

5.1

Introduction
The second objective of this project is developed in two sections. The first part

identifies the correlation between the in situ ground data (local scale) and the Ice PIC
helicopter data (regional scale) and shows how closely regionally collected data will estimate
physical habitat characteristics. This correlation between the in situ data and the helicopter data
is beneficial in determining accuracy in regionally collected data. The second section of this
objective estimates the relationship between the regionally collected Ice PIC helicopter data
and the remotely sensed satellite imagery. The association between the two scales will assist in
estimating the variation between the two sources and various scales of data collection. I also
hope that this analysis of scale relationships will one day provide a technique whereby satellite
data can be used to estimate potential polar bear and or ringed seal habitats from space.

5.2

In situ and EM data correlation Results
In situ ground data collection classified sampled cells into roughness categories:

smooth, medium, and very rough (Figure 5.1). These classifications were determined visually
as well as according to the ability to travel through the cell. If roughness increased to the point
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that the snowmobile could not travel and transect lines had to be walked, then the cell was
deemed very rough. Also, if the ridges within the sampled cell were visually estimated to be
greater than 1m in height, the cell was classified as very rough. Smooth and medium rough
classifications were also established by the height of ridges and rubble sea ice. It is important
to note that the second sampled cell, which was classified as medium rough (cell 10), was
sampled the day after a blizzard and therefore had large amounts of fresh snow accumulated
throughout the ridging. This increased fresh snow may have smoothed out sampling conditions
and skewed observations to deem the cell medium rough, when in actuality the cell may have
been very rough.
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Figure 5.1. In situ sea ice roughness classifications for all cells sampled.
The in situ categories of smooth, medium, and very rough were utilized in the
comparison of the helicopter ice roughness data. Helicopter ice roughness data (EM) were
collected for each sampled cell and the RMS was calculated for each of the sampled cells.
These RMS values were then used to create groups within the sampled cells based on the
roughness values. When RMS values were compared to the in situ ground data for each
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sampled cell, there was a separation in RMS values (Table 5.1). The EM RMS values for the
smooth classified cells were between 0.10 and 0.14, while the values for the medium to very
rough cells were between 0.15 and 0.25. The RMS value of 0.15 was the natural separation
when compared to the in situ ground data. This indicates that it would be possible to classify a
cell by its RMS value. This RMS value allows for a general understanding of the surface sea
ice characteristics. These findings suggest that future RMS values under 0.15 would be smooth
while values over 0.15 would be rough at ground level.

Table 5.1. Sampled cell RMS value compared to in situ categories. Note: the x
indicates sampled cells without polar bear tracks.
Sampled
Cells
19x
46
6
66
20
77
4
42
98
8x
10x
30
73

EM RMS
Value
0.11
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.24
0.25

In Situ
Category
S
S
S
S
S
MR
VR
VR
VR
VR
MR
VR
VR

To verify this separation in RMS values as well as in the in situ classifications, aerial
photos of each cell boundary were used to visually validate the roughness values given to each
cell. The individual photos were stitched together using Canon ―Photo-Stitch‖ software which
links consecutive photos together using pixel characteristics. The photo strips were defined as
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either having > 50% roughness visible or <50% roughness visible. Aerial photo roughness
class, EM RMS value, and in situ roughness category for each sampled cell is displayed in
Table 5.2, while examples of smooth and rough cell boundaries are shown in Figure 5.2a and
5.2b. Additional cell photo strips can be found in the Appendix, Figures 4a -4j. This visual
classification was compared to the EM RMS value 0.15 division as well as the categorical in
situ roughness grouping. Only one sampled cell, cell 42, did not follow the smooth/rough 0.15
division displayed within the EM RMS values. One possible source of error in assessing
surface roughness from aerial photographs is the potential for overlaying snow cover to skew
the visual identification of roughness. The snow surface may appear to smooth out the actual
rough surface of the sea ice and portray a much smoother surface than actually exists. For the
purpose of this study we assume that the EM Ice PIC data is the accurate measure of the
topographic roughness of the snow and sea ice surface.
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Smooth cell boundaries (<50% roughness):
Cell 6
Boundary line:
W

E

S

N

Figure 5.2a. Stitched aerial photos of sampled cell boundaries. Cell 6 represents a smooth cell
with <50% roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary
lines of the cell (West, East, South and North).
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Rough cell boundaries (>50% roughness):
Cell 30
Boundary line:

W

E

S

N

Figure 5.2b. Stitched aerial photos of sampled cell boundaries. Cell 30 represents a rough cell
with >50% roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary
lines of the cell (West, East, South and North).
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Table 5.2. Aerial photo roughness classification for each sampled cell with
corresponding EM RMS value and in situ roughness category. Note: only one
sampled cell aerial roughness class does not fall within the 0.15 EM RMS value
roughness separation (Cell 42).

Sampled
Cells
19
46
6
66
20
77
4
42
98
8
10
30
73

Aerial photo EM RMS
roughness
Value
classification
<50%
0.11
<50%
0.13
<50%
0.13
<50%
0.14
<50%
0.14
>50%
0.15
>50%
0.16
<50%
0.17
>50%
0.18
>50%
0.18
>50%
0.20
>50%
0.24
>50%
0.25

In Situ
Category
S
S
S
S
S
MR
VR
VR
VR
VR
MR
VR
VR

The relationship between the original in situ ground classifications and the EM RMS
values were also assessed statistically. For the primary analysis, only smooth (1) and rough (2)
ground classifications were used in the calculations. All medium rough and very rough ground
classification cells were termed rough (2). Using the non-parametric, Mann-Whitney test for
independent samples, the ground roughness classifications were compared to the EM RMS
values. Analysis suggested a significant difference between the ground roughness
classifications and the EM RMS values (z= 0.003, p< 0.01). This may indicate the separation
between smooth and rough sea ice as indicated by EM RMS values.
In a further assessment of the data, the difference within the rough (2) classification
was examined. The purpose was to determine whether there was a difference between the
medium rough (2) and very rough (3) ground classifications. Again the non-parametric Mann-
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Whitney test was used to determine the difference between the two independent samples and
results suggest that medium rough (2) and very rough (3) surface classifications could not be
differentiated (z=-0.67, p>0.51).
5.3

EM and ASAR Correlation Results
5.3.1 Ice PIC EM data
RMS values based on the IcePIC EM data were computed for each cell sampled. A K-

means cluster analysis based on the calculated RMS values suggested three different surface
roughness classes. The cluster analysis of the EM RMS data produced 5 cells in cluster 1, 6
cells in cluster 2 and 2 cells in cluster 3 (Table 5.3, 5.4, & 5.6).

Table 5.3. Class of topographic roughness and cluster group based on EM RMS
values.
Roughness
Class
Small
Roughness
Medium
Roughness
Heavy
Roughness

Cluster
Group
1

Number of
sampled cells
5

RMS Values
Minimum Maximum
0.11
0.14

2

6

0.15

0.20

3

2

0.24

0.25

Table 5.4. Final Cluster Centers for cells based on EM RMS values.
Cluster
Cluster Centre

1
0.13

2
17

3
0.25

Table 5.5. Distances between Final Cluster Centers (Km).
Cluster
1
2
3

1
***
0.044
0.0.119

2
0.044
***
0.075

3
0.119
0.075
***
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Table 5.6. Sampled cells and RMS values calculated from the Ice PIC EM data with
corresponding cluster groups based on the RMS values.
Cell EM RMS Value Cluster Group
19
46
6
20
66
77
4
42
98
8
10
30
73

0.11
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.24
0.26

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

5.3.2 ASAR Imagery Classification
ASAR imagery were collected for the sampling area. The sea ice surface within the
descending ASAR image of the study area was analyzed using a K-means cluster classification
method. This cluster method was chosen due to its non-hierarchical approach, a predefined
number of clusters, and its attempts to find the centers of natural clusters within the data. The
K-means cluster classification is also numerical and unsupervised which is appropriate for this
study as detailed ground data was not available. The descending image consisted of the data
that were available and most closely approximated my sampling date, March 18, 2004.
Analysis created 3 cluster groups that were dependent on the brightness of return of the
individual pixels. The brightness of return determined the classification of sea ice roughness:
as sea ice roughness increased, the return in the image appeared brighter. Classification was
based on K-means clustering which is a non-hierarchical method, requiring specification of
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desired number of clusters. Analysis includes an algorithm which groups values and creates
clusters with values that are closer to each other than they are to other cluster group values
(Gotelli & Ellison, 2004). Three cluster groups were designated to classify the roughness of
the sea ice. Cluster 1 was indicated by the colour red and represented the smooth sea ice, green
represented cluster 2 of moderate roughness, and cluster 3, the roughest sea ice was identified
by blue (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. K-means cluster analysis of the full grid (10 by 10 km2) ASAR image. Red
represents smooth sea ice, green represents moderate sea ice roughness and blue
indicates the roughest sea ice topography.

The clustered ASAR image was then geographically broken up into the 13 sampled
cells and statistics where produced for each cell independently. The cluster group with the
largest proportional representation of pixels within a cell was deemed the cluster class for the
corresponding cell (Table 5.7). Four sampled cells were determined to be cluster 1 indicating
smooth cells, eight cells were found to be cluster 2 and moderately rough, while one cell was
found in cluster 3, indicating the roughest sea ice topography.
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Table 5.7. ASAR K-means cluster groups for sampled cells based on brightness of
pixel return.
Cell
6
10
19

ASAR Cluster Group
1
1
1

98

1

4
8
30

2
2
2

42

2

46
66
73
77

2
2
2
2

20

3

5.3.3 EM and ASAR comparison analysis
5.3.3.1

Analysis of sampled cells

To assess whether the IcePic EM data could be linked to the ASAR satellite imagery,
the K-means cluster groups created by both RMS and pixel classification collection techniques
were evaluated. When cluster groups were compared, only six out of thirteen cells have
identical cluster groups indicating a lack of correlation (Table 5.8). This lack of correlation
may be due to the different types of data being compared, EM RMS and ASAR K-means
classification cluster groups.
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Table 5.8. ASAR Cluster Groups compared to Ice PIC EM Cluster Groups. Shaded
cells and cluster groups are not corresponding.
Cell ASAR Classification IcePic EM RMS
Cluster Group
Cluster Group
6
1
1
10
19
98
4
8
30
42
46
66
73
77
20

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

2
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
3
2
1

This analysis also considered the association between the EM RMS and the ASAR
RMS. Both EM and ASAR RMS values were tested for normality. Both EM and ASAR RMS
data sets display Kolmogorov-Smirnov significant values greater than 0.05, p=0.20, d=0.15
and p=0.20, d=0.15 respectively, indicating normal distributions. Using correlation analysis,
the EM RMS and ASAR RMS were compared using a Pearson correlation tests. This analysis
found no significant difference between the EM and ASAR RMS values (p= 0.07, r= 0.52).
Summary statistics, including mean, standard deviation and change between these variables,
were also used to assess the correlation possibility between the EM and ASAR data, (Figures
5.4 to 5.9). Also see Table 7 in Appendix A. In addition the EM and ASAR mean values were
tested for normality. Both EM and ASAR mean data sets display Kolmogorov-Smirnov
significant values greater than 0.05, p=0.20, d=0.13 and p=0.15, d=0.20 respectively,
indicating normal distribution. A Pearson correlation analysis suggests a significant difference
between the EM and ASAR mean values for the sampled cells (p=0.03, r=0.60). This analysis
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indicates a positive correlation between the ASAR and EM data. This association indicates
that as the EM mean values increase, the ASAR mean brightness return values also increase,
Figure 5.6. However, the other summary statistics failed to have statistically significant
associations; EM RMS compared to ASAR RMS (p=0.07), the difference between EM and
ASAR RMS compared to the ASAR RMS (p=0.28), the difference between EM mean and
ASAR mean compared to the ASAR mean (p=0.28), EM standard deviation compared to
ASAR standard deviation (p=0.12), and the difference between EM standard deviation and
ASAR standard deviation compared to ASAR standard deviation (p=0.32), Figures 5.4 - 5.9.
The statistically significant association between the EM and ASAR mean values
provides a potential linkage between the regional and remotely sensed assessment of sea ice
roughness.

EM RMS in relation to ASAR RMS
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0.15

0.2
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Figure 5.4. The relationship between the EM RMS value and the ASAR RMS value for each
cell.
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Difference between EM-ASAR RMS in relation to ASAR RMS
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Figure 5.5. The difference between EM and ASAR RMS values plotted against ASAR RMS.
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Figure 5.6. The relationship between EM mean and ASAR mean.
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Change in EM-ASAR Means in relation to ASAR Mean
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Figure 5.7. The Difference between EM mean and ASAR mean compared to the ASAR mean.
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Figure 5.8. Relationship between EM Standard deviation and ASAR Standard deviation.
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ASAR Standard deviation

Difference between EM and ASAR Standard deviation values in
relation to ASAR Standard deviation
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Figure 5.9. The relationship between the change in EM and ASAR standard deviation and the
ASAR standard deviation.

5.3.3.2

ASAR GLCM texture analysis of all cells within the
sample area

Texture analysis of the 100 cells within the 10km by 10km grid was done to further
assess the relationship between ASAR image data and EM IcePIC data. EM data for each cell
was assessed by boundary data and interpolated to calculate statistical values for each cell.
Eight ASAR texture variables were calculated for all 100 cells within the sample area and
statistical values were calculated for each. The mean, standard deviation, coefficient of
variation (CV), root mean square (RMS), and difference between mean and standard deviation
were all calculated and compared for each cell from the EM Ice PIC data as well as all eight
ASAR texture variables. The relationships within EM and ASAR data were assessed through
regression analysis and/or curve estimation. The EM data were considered the independent
variable while the ASAR texture data was determined to be the dependent variable. The data
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were tested to gauge which regression model displayed the best fit as determined by the highest
R-squared adjusted value.
Each statistical variable was plotted with its best-fit ASAR texture as well as
corresponding best-fit regression model and subsequent equation. The RMS, Mean and
Standard Deviation comparisons all displayed a best fit with the S model with R-squared
adjusted values of 0.23, 0.25, and 0.20 respectively, see Figures 5.10 – 5.12. The S model
displays an initial stage of growth that appears exponential, then saturation begins, and the
growth slows eventually to a stop. The CV, and the Difference between Standard Deviations
best followed the Quadratic models with R-squared adjusted values of 0.08 and 0.88
respectively. The Difference between Means comparison displayed a best fit with the
Logarithmic model as indicated by the R-squared value 0.76, see Figures 5.13 – 5.15. The
Quadratic model displays data points in a half parabola while the Logarithmic model displays a
steady decline in the dependent variable (ASAR) as the independent variable (EM) increases.
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Figure 5.10. Best fit for RMS analysis – S
Model: ASAR = 2.759-0.152 *
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Figure 5.12. Best fit for Standard Deviation
analysis – S Model: ASAR=
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Figure 5.15. Best fit for Difference between
means analysis: ASAR –EM
mean Logarithmic Model:
ASAR = -0.385 -0.173*ln(EM)
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5.4

Correlation between In Situ data and Ice PIC data - Discussion
It was apparent that the cells which where deemed very rough ice based on visual in

situ estimation and had RMS values of 0.15 or over also visually displayed >50% roughness in
the boundary photos. These three classifications all display an apparent correlation between
ground roughness classification, RMS values over 0.15, and visual verification of >50%
roughness from photos. This allows us to understand and verify the remote collected roughness
components with the in situ ground classification. The correlation between 0.15 roughness
RMS value and the ground classifications, creates the possibility of classifying sea ice areas by
their remotely collected EM RMS value. To verify this potential association, a Mann-Whitney
test for independent samples was applied and a significant difference (p<0.001) was found
between samples. This conclusion possibly verifies the separation between smooth and rough
sea ice classifications at 0.15, as determined by EM RMS values. This conclusion allows for
the inference of ground sea ice class (smooth/rough) merely by the EM RMS value.

5.5

Correlation between Ice PIC data and ASAR data – Discussion
Although K-means cluster groups for the ASAR data were compared to the EM RMS

cluster groups, no correlation was found between the two data sets using this type of
comparison. Visually the ASAR brightness cluster groups do not correspond with the EM
RMS cluster groups. This lack of correlation may be due to the basic differences in types of
data sources being compared, RMS values and K-means classification cluster groups. Linear
regression analysis found the EM mean and ASAR mean (p=0.03) comparison to be the only
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summary statistic with a statistically significant association. This association indicates that as
the EM mean value increase, the ASAR mean values also increase.
Texture analysis of all 100 cells within the sample area were assessed and compared to
the EM values. Through regression analysis, the best fit texture variable and regression model
was determined for each of the six statistical variables. RMS, mean, and standard deviation
relationships followed an S curve model indicating that the initial correlation is almost
exponential until it reaches a saturation point and then it plateaus. Estimating from the plots,
the ASAR RMS final plateau occurs between 0.20 to 0.25 on the EM RMS axis, while the final
plateau for the ASAR mean and standard deviation occurs between 0.15 to 0.20 on the EM
axis. The CV plot is more difficult to interpret as the values are clustered closely together;
however, even with the x axis extended, the Quadratic model shape is difficult to interpret. The
final plots display the change between the Mean and the Standard deviation values and
between the EM and ASAR values. These two data plots display the strongest fit to the models
deemed best fit; this is also corroborated by their strong R-squared adjusted values of 0.76 and
0.88 respectively. The difference between the EM Standard deviation and the Second
movement ASAR texture Standard deviation (Figure 5.14) indicate the best regression fit with
the adjusted R-squared of 0.88. Implications of this relationship include classifying sea ice
roughness from ASAR texture imagery as a function of roughness classifications based on EM
statistics.

5.6

Conclusion
Based on the findings of this study, ASAR K-means cluster classification and EM RMS

cluster groups are not correlated. In an attempt to link scalar sea ice roughness, RMS and K-
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means cluster groups represent radically different ways of assessing sea ice roughness and
therefore it is unreasonable to assume they can be compared. Using statistical analysis, EM and
ASAR RMS values do not correspond; nevertheless, when plotted, there appears to be a
positive correlation. This lack of statistical support may be the direct result of low sample size.
The brightness analysis improved the classification of the relationship between the EM
and ASAR data. The correlation between the EM and ASAR mean values (p=0.03, r=0.60)
indicates a positive correlation between the ASAR and EM data. It would be possible to have
broad sea ice surface classification from ASAR data, given that the EM properties may be
assumed as a function of this positive relationship. This association may support further
exploration of EM/ASAR scalar relationships, providing a type of ground truthing for remotely
sensed data.
For the texture RMS, Mean and Standard Deviation the S curve model indicates that
there is a slight exponential relationship within the middle of the curve; however, at the
beginning and at the end, the plateaus indicate a lack of correlation. This relationship indicates
a lack of correlation at the extreme ends of the sea ice topographic scale. The extremely
smooth and extremely rough measurements do not display correlation while the mid scale
values appear to have an exponential relationship. The plateaus indicate that as the EM value
continues to increase, the ASAR value remains constant. This may indicate that the EM values
may be more sensitive to topographic change: where the EM measures an increase in
topography, the ASAR analysis does not recognize the same increase in brightness feedback.
The CV values have the lowest index for strength and fit for the Quadratic model and, visually,
this is apparent. The Quadratic model indicates a fairly stable plateau for the majority of the
curve, followed by a steep exponential increase. This model may suggest that with CV values,
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the relationship between EM and ASAR data is merely apparent when the variability of the sea
ice topography is fairly high.
The difference between EM and ASAR Mean and Standard Deviation displayed the
highest strength in model fit. The difference between Mean values followed a Logarithmic
curve while the difference between Standard Deviation values followed the Quadratic model.
The difference between Means displaying the Logarithmic model creates a steep exponential
decrease followed by a plateau. The data plot, Figure 5.15, appears to have a relatively small
plateau, displaying the majority of the data within a decreasing relationship. As the difference
in the means between ASAR and EM values increases, the corresponding ASAR Mean value
decreases. The difference between Standard Deviation values demonstrates the highest strength
in model fit with an R-squared adjusted value of 0.88. The Quadratic model was indicated as
the best-fit model and Figure 5.14 displays a stable plateau followed by a visible increase. This
data plot displays a better visual representation of the Quadratic curve model as compared to
the CV analysis, Figure 5.13. The analysis of the difference between Standard Deviations
indicates that as the difference between the two values increases, the ASAR Standard
Deviation value remains stable until approximately -0.05, where it increases. Again this may
be an indication of increased EM sensitivity when compared to ASAR measurements. When
the difference between the statistical values is small, the ASAR measurements do not appear to
be related; however, with an increase in distance from the mean value (standard deviation), the
ASAR values appear to display a strong increasing relationship.
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6.0 Discussion and Recommendations
Initially, sampled cells were chosen at random; this choice was also confirmed through
statistical tests. The initial analysis of presence/absence of polar bear sign in relation to EM
roughness cluster group was found to have a weak correlation which appears to indicate only a
slightly positive relationship between habitat variables and polar bear presence. The cluster
groups show a moderate correlation for habitat selection within the smooth and medium
roughness sea ice habitats. The data collected in this project indicates that polar bear sign were
most often found in medium roughness sea ice. There is a significant correlation between (EM
interpolated) roughness coefficients of variation and occurrence of polar bear tracks.
Significant correlation between roughness values and presence of polar bear tracks was found
at a 90% confidence interval and a significance value of 0.10 when the coefficient of
variability was assessed. This weak correlation may be due to the small sample size and
possibly the relatively small sample area, factors which may have contributed to the possible
lack of diversity in habitat type or sea ice variation.
The analysis of the polar bear sign frequency and the ground classification (p=0.56) as
well as the EM RMS (p=0.87) data do not appear to display any significant correlation.
However, a negative correlation (correlation coefficient = -0.70) was found between the sign
frequency of polar bear sign and the ASAR RMS (p=0.02). This negative correlation suggests
that as ASAR RMS increases, sign frequency of polar bear decreases. Polar bears, it seems,
may avoid areas of sea ice with highly variable sea ice topography. The reasons for this may
vary. As hunting efficiency may be reduced with highly variable sea ice roughness, polar bears
will tend to select areas of sea ice where hunting efforts are maximized. Travel efficiency may
also be another explanation for the possible avoidance of variable sea ice roughness. This
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correlation, however, is visible at the ASAR scale, suggesting that this negative relationship is
fairly weak. This association between polar bear sign frequency and sea ice classification is not
observed at the fine scale ground level or the medium scale EM data level. This may be a result
of the small sample size, the smaller study area selected, reduced visibility of polar bear tracks
within increased sea ice roughness, or uncertain level of avoidance actually shown by polar
bears for this variable sea ice roughness.
EM RMS interpolated values for each cell display a clear separation when compared to
the in situ ground data. The EM RMS values for the smooth in situ classified cells were
between 0.10 and 0.14, while the values for the medium to very rough in situ cells were
between 0.15 and 0.25. The EM RMS value of 0.15 was the natural separation when compared
to the in situ ground data. This division indicates that it may be possible to topographically
classify a cell as smooth or medium to very rough merely by its RMS value.
Comparison of the EM mean and ASAR mean brightness return values displayed a
statistically significant association (p=0.03). In addition, the texture analysis of the ASAR
image of the study area provided a significant relationship between the EM and ASAR data.
The Difference between the EM Standard deviation and the Second movement ASAR texture
Standard deviation indicated the best regression fit with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.88.
This significant relationship provides a model which allows the classification of sea ice
roughness from ASAR texture imagery as a function of roughness classifications based on EM
statistics. These associations present a potential linkage between the regional and remotely
sensed assessment of sea ice roughness.
Based on the data collected in this project, it would appear reasonable and possible to
scale three levels of sea ice topographic classification and potentially allow assumptions based
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on their relationship. In situ data appears to corroborate the broad classification of sea ice
roughness, identifying smooth or medium to rough sea ice based on the EM RMS values. This
relationship may then be brought forward and linked to the correlation analysis that displays a
positive relationship between EM and ASAR mean values along with the known relationship
between the EM data and the ASAR texture statistics model. This tri-scale relationship may
allow for the possible broad sea ice surface classification from ASAR data, given that the EM
and in turn in situ properties may be assumed as a function of this positive relationship. These
linkages may support further exploration of EM/ASAR scalar relationships, providing a type of
ground truthing. More work however is required to fully understand how sea ice/snow surface
roughness affects scattering to synthetic aperature radar (either ASAR or Radarsat).
An additional assessment of the data could lead to the conclusion that there may be,
among polar bears, a selection for smoother ice with moderate ridging, as opposed to very
rough ice. This may be due to the fact that smaller ridges provide adequate habitat for ringed
seals yet allow efficient mobility through ridging for polar bears. Very rough ice travel creates
an increase in energy expenditure for the inherently inefficient walking polar bears. The effects
of heavy ridging demand more of an effort for polar bear travel, as well as more inaccessibility
to ringed seals through thick ice. The increased thickness of sea ice rubble and the snow drifts
created by this heavy ridging do not allow successful seal predation for the polar bear. As has
been shown in this study, stable annual sea ice with snow drifts creates the perfect habitat for
seal access. Although the abundance of seals is decreased in this habitat type, the risks for
vulnerable sub-adult polar bears and cubs are also decreased due to the lack of adult male
populations. Thus for a sub-section of the polar bear population within the study region, the
stable fast ice with snow drifts in the small to medium range proved to be a preferred habitat
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type. This conclusion may be somewhat biased due to the greater inability to visually identify
polar bear tracks in very rough sea ice, thus allowing a disproportionate number of tracks to be
observed in smooth and medium rough sea ice conditions. Another potential conclusion shown
by this analysis indicates that polar bear habitat selections may be observed at the ASAR image
level of scale.
It has been observed that polar bears prefer hunting in the annual ice cover over-lying
the continental shelf, including the channels of the Arctic archipelagos and the shallow
southern areas including Foxe Basin and Hudson Bay, areas which are amenable to seal
reproduction and therefore provide large quantities of seals. (Derocher et al., 2004). Seals are
both abundant yet vulnerable to polar bear predation in regions of landfast ice, mobile ice, as
well as at the ice edge (Ferguson et al., 2000). Studies have shown that there is a greater
density of seals in the annual as compared to the multi-year ice (Stirling et al., 1993), due,
mainly, to the increased ability to maintain breathing holes in annual ice, as well as the
increased productivity and biomass under annual ice.
The main hunting ground for polar bear in the Amundsen Gulf region is observed along
the ice edge of the polynya shifting between Cape Bathurst and Cape Baring (Smith, 1980).
Smith observed the hunting behaviour of polar bears through analysis of tracks and data
collected in relation to ringed seal lair and breeding habitat. He determined the primary habitat
utilized for hunting in the Amundsen Gulf to be long pressure ridges that extended far offshore.
Bears follow the leeward side of the pressure ridges and hunt for seals, either digging up every
lair and waiting for a seal to surface or attacking an occupied lair from as far as 50 to100m
downwind (Smith, 1980). Although it has been determined that the most prolific hunting areas
in the Amundsen Gulf area occur offshore in active ice regions and along the floe edge
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(Stirling et al., 1975; Stirling & Archibald, 1977), the landfast stable ice is nonetheless utilized
for predation by polar bears. Smith (1980) also notes that the majority of seals killed within the
landfast ice areas are newborn young, with pressure ridges and rough ice edges being used
more frequently to hunt as compared to hummocked ice. According to Smith, the hunting
preference for ridges and ice edges may be due to the decrease in olfactory complications as
well as the diminished ability of the seal to escape in this type of habitat.
The tracks displayed in this study within the landfast ice of Franklin Bay can possibly
be attributed to the predatory habitat of sub-adult polar bears and mothers with cubs. Stirling et
al. (1993) found that only females with cubs of the year displayed an obvious selection of
stable fast ice with snow drift suitable for seal lair construction. Interestingly the majority of
other sex and age classes, except subadult females, avoided this habitat. The seal lairs created
in this annual ice habitat are protected from the environment as well as from polar bear
predators through thick drifting snow. As a result, an attack on a seal lair may take a polar bear
quite a few seconds, permitting the seals to escape. This being said, it would be expected that
adult male polar bears would have a greater success rate in annual stable ice hunting due to
their weight which is twice that of female polar bears, allowing them to break through the snow
drift lair more quickly (Stirling et al., 1993).
It is well known that the abundance of seals is much greater at the mobile ice edge than
on flat, smooth, landfast sea ice, and as a result the densities of adult male polar bears in this
habitat are higher. This creates a dangerous environment for mothers with cubs, considering
that adult male polar bears are known to prey on young cubs (Taylor et al., 1985). Female polar
bears returning to the sea ice from maternity dens are in dire need of replenished energy
reserves; as a result of the risk adult male bears extend to females and their cubs at the mobile
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ice edge, stable landfast ice is selected by females for ringed seal pup hunting (Stirling &
Lunn, 1997). Females with cubs would be expected in the study area, avoiding male infanticide
threats. An additional, but less significant, motive for stable annual sea ice selection has also
been explored; females with small cubs of the year may stay away from areas where they may
be forced to swim across open water and become chilled. This precaution is important early on
but as cubs grow this concern decreases (Stirling et al., 1993).
The movement of polar bears throughout the Arctic has been determined by two
factors: the seasonal variation (presence, distribution and characteristics) of sea ice and the
availability, distribution and abundance of ringed seal (Stirling et al., 1993). The primary
incentive for polar bear movement is to remain on the sea ice for as long as possible to hunt
seals. The fact that polar bear tracks were not abundantly observed in the areas of heavy
ridging indicates that areas with increased roughness measurements are poor habitat for polar
bears due to the difficulty in walking through these areas as well as the inaccessibility of seals
in this type of habitat. Any tracks observed in these heavy ridging areas are most likely due to
movement through, as opposed to hunting activity in the area (Stirling et al., 1993).
The findings of this study cannot be taken as evidence for definitive polar bear sea ice
selection, however, they suggest a habitat selection of smooth to small/medium roughness sea
ice types. This may be attributed to the increased hunting success found along flaw leads and
ridging throughout the winter months. Areas of increased roughness may have reduced habitat
for seals and therefore less attraction for polar bears. The data from this study also appears to
indicate the tri-scale relationship between in situ, EM and ASAR data. Knowledge of this
relationship may assist in the identification of sea ice topography and ultimately identify prime
polar bear habitat. Previous studies have identified preferred polar bear habitat; the scalar
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relationships identified within this thesis may contribute to the improvement of remote
identification of prime polar bear habitat. Such an improvement would reduce expensive and
potentially dangerous fieldwork and allow increased efficiency in polar bear habitat
management. The understanding of the relationship between ASAR data and in situ sea ice
topography, which this research project has enhanced, will elucidate further the analysis of
satellite imagery. Future research into ASAR analysis will benefit from the insights gained
through this particular study, and, in turn, such analysis will improve climate change
monitoring and the management of polar bear population ecology.
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APPENDIX A:

Figure 1. 11 North-South study site transect lines - IcePic flight path, Ice Roughness and Draft
measurements and Ice Thickness Histogram.
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Figure 2. Four West to East study site transect lines - IcePic flight path, Ice Roughness and
Draft measurements and Ice Thickness Histogram.
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Figure 3. Six West to East study site transect lines - IcePic flight path, Ice Roughness and Draft
measurements and Ice Thickness Histogram.
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Table 1. (a, b, c, d). EM RMS Cluster Group Analysis (note: Cluster 2 center is lower than
Cluster 1 therefore cluster group 1 & 2 representation was switched in text description).
A) Initial Cluster Centers

1
0.18

EM RMS

Cluster
2
0.11

3
0.25

B) Cluster Membership
Case
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Cell

Cluster

4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
19.00
20.00
42.00
46.00
66.00
73.00
77.00
98.00
30.00

1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
1
3

Distance
0.022
0.025
0.002
0.019
0.000
0.035
0.009
0.022
0.034
0.00
0.026
0.000
0.14

C) Number of Cases in each Cluster
Cluster Number of Cells
1
6
2
5
3
2

D) Distances between Final Cluster Centers (km)
Cluster
1
2
3

1
--0.044
0.075

2
0.044
--0.119

3
0.075
0.119
---
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Table 2. ASAR % classifications for sampled cells as a result of K-means brightness
classification. Shading indicates the highest percentage and class chosen for the cell.
Cell
4
6
8
10
19
20
24
30
46
66
73
77
98

% Class 1
25.21
77.66
32.15
49.58
65.57
15.57
30.22
10.45
30.54
30.90
31.68
23.39
53.61

% Class 2
51.20
21.62
37.72
37.35
26.20
39.07
60.89
53.45
52.17
46.62
45.03
51.89
37.57

% Class 3
23.50
0.72
30.12
13.07
8.23
45.36
8.89
36.10
17.29
22.48
23.29
24.72
8.82

Table 3. Scale comparison of Sea Ice Roughness: In situ ground assessment, EM IcePic
helicopter data & ASAR Imagery classification.
Cell
4
6
8
10
19
20
30
42
46
66
73
77
98

ASAR Cluster
Group
2
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

IcePic EM Cluster
Group
2
1
2
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
3
2
2

In Situ ground
classification
VR
S
VR
MR
S
S
MR
VR
S
S
VR
MR
VR
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Table 4. In situ ground sea ice roughness class compared to polar bear sign frequency.
Cell

Number
of Tracks

Area of
Transects Km2

Sign
Frequency

6
46
20
66
77

3
1
2
4
2

22
22
22
22
22

0.14
0.05
0.09
0.18
0.09

30
42
4
73
98

2
4
2
1
7

22
22
12 (1/2 transect)
22
22

0.09
0.18
0.17
0.05
0.32

Ground
Roughness
Class
Smooth
S
S
S
Medium
Rough
Very rough
VR
VR
VR
VR

Numeric Ground
Roughness Class
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3

Table 5. EM RMS values compared to polar bear sign frequency.
Cell Number
of Tracks
6
3
46
1
20
2
66
4
77
2
30
2
42
4
4
2
73
1
98
7

Area of EM data
collection Km2 per cell
0.32
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.31
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34

Sign
Frequency
9.36
3.02
6.31
13.39
6.46
6.11
12.21
6.04
3.02
21.85

RMS EM RMS
X 100
0.13 13.12
0.13 12.73
0.14 14.07
0.14 13.96
0.15 15.27
0.24 24.11
0.17 16.94
0.16 15.62
0.25 25.48
0.18 17.86
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Table 6. ASAR RMS values compared to polar bear sign frequency.
Cell
6
46
20
66
77
30
42
4
73
98

Number
of Tracks
3
1
2
4
2
2
4
2
1
7

Area of ASAR data
collection Km2 per cell
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sign
RMS ASAR
Frequency
RMS X100
3
0.03
3.47
1
0.05
5.37
2
0.07
7.02
4
0.05
4.58
2
0.05
5.17
2
0.07
6.63
4
0.05
4.74
2
0.06
5.53
1
0.06
6.03
7
0.04
4.48

Table 7. Additional data for EM and ASAR Analysis.
Cell ASAR
RMS

ASAR
Mean

4
6
8
10
19
20
30
42
46
66
73
77
98

0.0396692
0.0264981
0.0392994
0.0392155
0.0295675
0.0514904
0.0498946
0.036133
0.0395982
0.0315556
0.0442818
0.039101
0.0331182

0.055299
0.034691
0.055069
0.053542
0.040513
0.070221
0.066285
0.047432
0.053723
0.045794
0.060263
0.051675
0.044819

ASAR
Standard
Deviation
0.0385298
0.0223914
0.0385795
0.0364572
0.0276297
0.0477498
0.0436401
0.0307307
0.0363087
0.0331894
0.0408774
0.0337875
0.0302002

EM RMS

EM Mean

0.156231
0.131193
0.18044
0.197695
0.10574
0.140704
0.241128
0.169398
0.127335
0.139583
0.254811
0.152674
0.178591

0.113544
0.098824
0.124789
0.13451
0.080018
0.109072
0.16014
0.120523
0.090954
0.097543
0.149069
0.117421
0.125381

EM
Standard
Deviation
0.107377
0.086338
0.13041
0.144964
0.069164
0.088936
0.18038
0.119111
0.08917
0.099902
0.206781
0.097637
0.127253
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Smooth cell boundaries (<50% roughness):
Cell 19
W

E

S

N

Figure 4a. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 20
W

E

S

N

Figure 4b. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 42
W

E

S

N

Figure 4c. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 46
W

E

S

N

Figure 4d. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 66
W

E

S

N

Figure 4e. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Rough cell boundaries (>50% roughness):
Cell 8
W

E

S

N

Figure 4f. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 10
W

E

S

N

Figure 4g. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 73
W

E

S

N

Figure 4h. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 77
W

E

S

N

Figure 4i. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).
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Cell 98
W

E
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N

Figure 4j. Additional stitched sampled cell photo strips separated by < or > 50% visible
roughness. The four stitched photo frames display the four boundary lines of the cell
(West, East, South and North).

